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Calloway
One calls for merger of two districts
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Wnter
When the Calloway County Board
of Education emerged from its special
called meeting Monday night, three
proposals were produced and submitted
for consideration to the Murray board,
which was scheduled to meet at noon
today.
One of the proposals calls for a
merger of the districts.
"From the beginning of this thing,
we have tried to ,see to it that no students have to move anywhere, so we
think that option is the one that would
allow that to happen most," said
Steve
Superintendent
Calloway
Hoskins.
The other two proposals focus on
achieving balance between the districts' -non-district average daily attendance contracts, which became
Calloway's main quest shortly after the

start of this school year.
Monday's first proposal would have
both districts enter into a multiple year
deal through the 2009-10 school year.
In the first year (2005-06), the gap
(which now has been shown at 675)
would be reduced by at least 300 students, then by 200 additional students
the following year and then 100 additional students the remaining years until
the imbalance is eliminated or the term
of the contract expires.
No additional students from
Calloway would be enrolled at Murray
and all Murray residents wishing to
enroll at Calloway could do so. That
proposal also states that tuition Murray
charges Calloway resident students will
be equal to or greater than the SEEK
based allocation being paid at the time
of enrollment ($3,240 for '05-'06).
The second proposal asks the '05'06 contract be based on an exchange of

Fletcher to offer
tax plan details
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
delay in
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The administration's
budget and
making public Gov. Ernie Fletcher's proposals for a
General
tax changes has many lawmakers grumbling as the 2005
y.
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g
meetin
resume
to
es
prepar
ly
Assemb
ear"We would have obviously liked to have had the tax plan
Jody
r
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House
,"
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budget
the
lier and
the hand
Richards said. "We're going to do the best we can given
we're dealt.joint ses-__
. Fletcher outlined his plans daring *speech today to a
.
Senate
and
House
sion of the
Richards said the administration plans to release written
30-day
details to legislators on Wednesday. the sixth day of the
session.
Richards Said he got a preview of some of the tax plan during

"A See Page 3A

ADA funds on a one-for-one basis. In
both proposals, Calloway stipulates the
right to request Murray provide independent reviews and reports to verify
accuracy of the students listed on the
non-resident list.
After Monday, though, Calloway
seemed to favor the merger. Following
the meeting, a three-page press release
detailed the board's views as to why a
merger would make sense. In it, the
board admits that such a measure is
likely to cause traditionalists seeking to
keep the districts separate to voice their
displeasure; however, it feels the
advantages of a merger — which
allows all schools to keep their names
and identities — far outweigh those
feelings.
-That would be the way for this not
to come up again. Plus, it allows us.to

•See Page 3A
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man Terry Bourland,
Calloway County Board of Education Vice Chair
listen as board memright, and bpard member Richard Smotherman
by the board after they
ber Linda Avery reads the proposals produced
returned to open session late Monday night.

Controlling situation part of job
Parrott says he
was doing his
job; charge
is reduced
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Charles Parrott is confident
when he restrained a 13-year-old
boy at the Calloway County Day
Treatment Center he was doing
his job.
Parrott. of Mayfield, has
worked for the past eight years
at the center, a specialized treat—nt and educational program
me
for students 12- through 18years-old who have delinquent
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Murray to be part of
homeland security study

Banner Day
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Red Cross Club holding blood ,drives
Murray State University's Red Cross
Club will be hosting a blood drive from 9
a.m. until 3 p.m. on Wednesday. Feb. 2 and
Thursday, Feb. 3. The blood drive will be
held in the Dance Lounge, located on the
2nd floor of the Curris Center. Donations are
encouraged and the drive is open to anyone
who is eligible to`participate.
According to the American Red Cross:

every hour. more than 300'people across
America receive a blood. transfusion.
Donated blood must be used within 35-42
days, which contributes to the high demand.
The Red Cross is the largest supplier of
blood and blood products to ni.
ore than 3,000
hospitals across the nation. They also assist
victims of international disasters and conflicts at locations worldwide. Managed by

volunteers and supported by community
donations, the American Red Cross is a
nationwide network of nearly 1,000 chapters
and Blood Services regions dedicated to
saving lives.
For more information on MSU's blood
dri%e, • contact Heather Marshall at
heather.marshalI(€e murraystate.edu

Iraq president says U.S. should stay
BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) —
Iraq's president said Tuesday it
would be "complete nonsense"
to ask foreign troops to leave the
country now, although some
could depart
by
year's
end.
Officials
the
began
final
vote
tally from
elections to
produce a
government
to confront
Al-Yawer
insurthe
gency.
Meanwhile, Iraq reopened its
borders Tuesday and commercial' flights' took off from
Baghdad International Airport
as authorities eased security
restrictions imposed to protect
last weekend's landmark voting.
In Baghdad, about 200 elec-.
tion workers Tuesday began the
second — and possibly final —
stage of the count. They
reviewed tally sheets prepared
by workers who counted ballots
starting Sunday night at the
5,200 polling centers across the
country and began-crunching the

Correction
The name of Kathy Walls.
mother of Ryan Walls, named
January Student of the Month
for the Murray Rotary Club,
was published incorrectly
Monday. The name was listed
as Katy Wafts in the press
release from Calloway County
High School:
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting, however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake
or error, please call 753-1916:

numbers into 80 computer terminals. Officials said no figures
were expected to be released
Tuesday.
The Sunday -ballot, which
occurred without catastrophic
rebel attacks, raised hopes that a
new Iraqi government would be
able to assume greater responsibility for security, hastening the
day when the 170,000 U.S. and
other ferreign troops can go
home.
During a news conference,
President Ghazi al-Yawer was
asked whether the presence of
foreign troops might be fueling
the Sunni Arab revolt by encouraging rebel attacks.
"It's only complete nonsense
to ask the troops to leave in this
chaos and this vacuum of
power," al-Yawer, a Sunni Arab,
said.
He said foreign troops should
leave only after Iraq's security
forces are built up, the country's
security situation has improved
ad.-some pockets of terrorists
are eliminated.
"By the end of this year, we
could see the number of foreign
troops decreasing," al-Yawer
said.
Al-Yawer had been a strong
critic of some aspects of the U.S.
military's performance in Iraq,
including the three-week Marine
siege of the Sunni rebel city of
Fallujah in April.
Al-Yawer helped negotiate
an end to that siege. But the city
fell into the hands of insurgents
and religious zealots
ng the
Marines to recap re Fallujah
last November in kme of the
heaviest urban combat for
American forces since the
Vietnam war.
"There were some mistakes"
in the occupation "but to be fair
... I think all in all it was positive, the contribution of the foreign forces in Iraq." al-Yawer
said. "It was worth it."

AP Photo

An Iraqi man looks at a newspaper featuring interim Iraqi
president Ghazi al-Yawer, interim prime minister Ayad
Allawi and Sunni politician Adnan Pachachi, from left to
right, in downtown Baghdad today.
Later Tnesday, Defense
Minister Harem Shaalan said
Iraq would only ask U.S. and
other forces to leave when the
country's own troops were capable of taking on insurgents.
"We don't want to have foreign troops in our country. but at
the same time we believe that
these forces 'should stay for
some time until- we are able to
control the borders and establish
a new modern army and we save
efficient intelligence," Shaalan
told reporters. "At-that time-,
well ask them to leave."
With the election complete
and t le ballots safely in
Baghcl, Iraqi authorities eased
the severe security measures
that had been put in place to protect the voters and polling centers.
Royal Jordanian Airlines and
Iraqi Airways resumed flights to
and from Baghdad. Cars, trucks
and buses began crossing the
border between Iraq arid Syrla ato
Tanaf. However, the Yarubiya
crossing point which leads to the
northern Iraqi city of Mosul.
A five-mile line of trucks
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10 Security..
From Front
munity.
"The program focuses on
prevention of hostile acts and
crime in small and mediumsized communities through a
system of risk assessments and
recommendations for improved
security," according to the
release. "The (program) will
assess each'Zinnmunity's infrastructure including schools,
water plants, commonication
systems, city halls, and other
ateas."
Information gathered during
the survey can also be useful to
police and fire departments *and
other emergency response personnel in planning for natural
disasters and other events not
just a potential terrorist attack.
"This program will help us
ensure or communities are prepared not only to respond in the
event of an emergency, but will
also act as a deterrent to mitigate

Viit

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A two-vehicle injury accident was reported at 7:48 a rn Saturday
on U.S. 641 North near the Paschal Truck Lines lot. Donna
Whitfield, 59, of Murray, was slowing or stopping because of the
vehicle in front of hers stopping. Ronnie Reeder, 49, of Paducah,
failed to stop in time and struck the back of Whitfield's vehicle.
Whitfield complained of neck pains and Reeder sustained no
injuries.
• A caller from Gibbs Store Road reported at 1 p.m. Sunday
someone bashed his mailbox.
Murray State University Police Department
• An individual was at the station to report a stolen cell phone at
11:22 a.m. Friday. A report was taken for theft by unlawful taking
less than $300.
• A summons and two warrants were issued for second-degree
burglary at 2:16 p.m. Friday.
•An officer responded to an off-campus theft with a Murray Police
officer at College Courts at 12:32 a.m. Saturday.
• As assault of a front desk worker at Hester CbIlege was reported at 1:19 p.m. Saturday. Housing staff was notified. A report was
taken and the incident remains under investigation.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs apd citations from various agencies.

Benton city employee
arrested on theft charge

WEATHER
Tonight will be
cloudy
Wednesday will
be cloudy with
highs in the
LOW: lower 40s.
Wednesday
night will have a
50% chance of
rain and lows
around 30.

SheriffPolicelogs

any threat against Kentucky."
said Director .Keith Hall, the
Kentucky
Department for
Homeland Security in a news
release.
Communities that complete
the program will be given a
Prepared Kentucky Community
designation and become eligible
for up to $10,000 per community from a $600,000 grant as a
reward for making progress on
the recommendations.
The program was•developed
in
partnership
with the
Kentucky League of Cities, the
Kentucky
Association
of.
Counties, the Kentucky Law
Enforecznc_nt Council, the
Kentucky Association of Chiefs
of • Police, the Kentucky
Sheriffs' Association, and the
Pollution Prevention Center at
the University of Louisville. The
- Department of Criminal Justice
has been tasked with administerintthe program.

loaded with goods was waiting
on the Syrian side to cross, the
official said.
The security measures for
Sunday's vote included an election day ban on most private
vehicles and extended hours for
the nighttime curfew. The
restrictions were credited with
preventing rebels from pulling
off
catastrophic
attacks,
although more than 40 people
were killed in about 100 attacks
on or near polling stations.

Holsapple was charged with
Stall Report
two counts of theft over $300
Murray Ledger & Times
BENTON, Ky. — A former and two counts of falsifying
Benton city employee has been business records and lodged in
arrested on theft charges for the Marshall County Detention
allegedly taking more than Center.
According to the report,
$8,000 from the city's coffers.
conAccording to a news release Benton's county attorney
tacted the Kentucky State Police
from the Kentucky State Police.
in August requesting an investiJodi Holsapple, 31, of Benton,
gation into the disappearance of
was arrested around 11 p.m. on
the funds.
Jan. 7, in connection to an inci"An audit of city funds
dent that occurred last year.
noticed the discrepancy in
K$P Det. Stephen Bryan said August of 2004 and a forensic
Holsapple, a former employee acc45untant. hired by the city,
of the Benton Water and Sewage found where an employee had
Department, was charged with cashed the checks and then
misappropriating the funds. She altered the checks in an attempt
allegedly committed the crime to hide the missing funds," the'
by writing and cashing ...a check report stated.
in the amount of $3,455 on Feb.
Holsapple is scheduled to
4,2004 and another check in the appear in Marshall County
amount of $4,712 on Feb. 6, District Court at 1:30 p.m..
2004.
Wednesday.
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LEXINGTON, Ky
:(AP) —
Rather than face another tour of
duty in Iraq, a Lexington soldier
who won a purple heart after he
was wounded by a roadside
bomb has deserted to Canada.
Darrell
Anderson,
22,
wounded in Iraq last April, was
deeply disillusioned about the
war, according to his mother,
Anita Anderson. The possibility
of another tour in Iraq this summer was something he couldn't
face, she told the Lexington
Herald-Leader. .
When Anderson's holiday
leave in Lexington ended three
weeks ago, he didn't return to
his Army unit in Germany!
Instead, he fled to Canada,

where he is hoping the Canadian
government,will provide refuge
lbr him and a small number of
U.S. military deserters who
want to avoid the war.
"I started to think ... what's it
really for? I was willing to die
for my country. I thought I was
going.oysizibm to defend my
country. But that's not what I
was doing," Anderson said by
telephone
from
Toronto
Monday.
When he came home from
Iraq last July, Anita Anderson
said her son seemed fine, but
was deeply changed when he
returned home on leave again at
Christmas.
"He paced the floor constant-

From Front

served as a substitute father. He
has been encouraging to me as
"Some a them are missing a well as to many others, whether
father figure. I want to be a role in academics, athletics or in any
model and father figure for the desirable situations that the'
kids. These kids aren't bad youth face today," Kirby said in
kids."
a letter. •"Race, sex, or social'
KSP Trooper Brad Smith class has never prevented Mr.
released last week the
of Parrott from approaching somethe incident, saying 'people,
people, one to say a kind word or tell a
especially Parrott's support base joke."
in Mayfield. have the right 'to
Parrott says he was well
see what happened. But the aware of the cameras and knew
video and the subsequent his actions would be on tape. At
national media attention the case least one of three people —
has keleived hasn't diminished counselors Jack Henshaw and
the si*pon Parrott has received. Larry Jackson as well as center
Hie attorney, Rick Lamkin, has director Steve Wade — were
received many unsolicited let- present the entire time Parrott
ters in support of Parrott. One of was with Ross.
those is from Rodney Kirby, a
Smith has said Parrott picked
second-year student at the. Ross up by the neck and pressed
University of Louisville who him against an office wall before
knows "Coach P" from the pair moved to another office,
Mayfield.
where Jackson attempted to
"For several young people calm the student down. Parrott
without the conventional two- Sai-d he gripped the boy's collar
parent home. Mr. Parrott has and raised him off the ground tt
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Purple heart recipient flees to Canada
ly, never once slept through the
night," Anita Anderson said of
her son."He would get up in the
middle-of the night and go out
walking. He was having nightmares; he was depressed; he
couldn't even watch a movie."
Anderson might be allowed
to stay in Canada, but never be
able to return home again to see
his parents or his 4-year-old
daughter without risking arrest.
His daughter now lives with her
mother.
Anderson joined the U.S.
Army in January 2003 to get
money for college and to serve
his country; He went to Iraq a
year later with the Army's 1st
Armored Division.

•Parrott ...

Air wet lit vitt

R
her
off.
him

keep him from becoming a
physical threat to Parrott or any
other staff Members.
"I wasn't out of control. I ha
control of him. I was trying t
control the situation," Parrott \
said? "I put him on the wall
thinking'he'd realize I was in
,control, but he kept cussing and
threatening. He had his fist
clinched the whole time, His
head never hit the will that I
saw. Jack Henshaw is a counselor — Dimitri's 'counselor; .
there's no way he would have let
me hurt Dimitri and there's no
way 1 sould hurt Dimitri."
According
to
Parrott,
Calloway
County
Day
Treatment Center staff members
are trained in "safe physical
management:' and Dec. 13 wasn't the first time Parrott had
restrained Ross.
"Eve restrained him before,"
he said. "The thing with Dimitri
is you can restrain him at 9 in
the morning and in an hour and
a half he's bas.k to (being)
Dimitri."
The incident happened about
12:30 p.m. and Ross finished
out the day at school before he
rode the bus with Parrott and
others back to Mayfield. Once in
Mayfield, the boy went to
Parrott's mom's house, where he
played with Parrott's cousin.
Parrott's brother later took Ross
home — at least six hours after
the incident at school.
Sometime that evening, Ross,
was taken to. the Jackson
Purchase Medical Center emergency room for bruises and a
concussion. Parrott said the
school nurse was never called
and Ross never complained of
injuries.
"If he was bruised and had a
concussion, why didn't he . go
straight home?" Parrott asked.
"If he had been injured. we
could have gotten treatment
from our nurse."

•
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Sen. Leeper settling in as independent legislator
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer '
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
Republican Senate colleague ducked
her head into state Sen. Bob Leeper's
office one day last week and greeted
him with a chipper,"Hi, hero."
Leeper seems to be getting that kind
of reaction a lot lately.
"It's hard to go out to eat," Leeper
said during a recent interview at his
Senate office. "I stopped at the gas stalion coming in here and this guy walked
up to me and said,'You don't know me
from Adam, but I appreciate what
you're doing."
' Most recently a Republican from
Paducah, Leeper is now the General
Assembly's lone independent legislator.
The one-time Democrat this year

switched his party registration for the
second time in his political career after
the GOP-controlled Senate voted along
party lines to seat the Republican candidate — Dana Scum Stephenson — in a
disputed election result.
First, Leeper said on the Senate floor
he intended to resign from the legislalure altogether. Instead, he later decided
to become an independent rather than
leave his district unrepresented.
Leeper, 46, made headlines in 1999,
when he gave Republicans control of
the state Senate by switching his poljitical affiliation from Democrat to
Republican. It was Stephenson's father,
Sen. Dan Scum of Louisville. who also
switched from Democrat to Republican
to give the GOP the Senate advantage.
Despite Leeper's latest switch, his

political philosophies remain in line ise that if he did, it
parties.
with the Republican platform, he said. would be earlier
In the SlAle Senate, Leeper has spunHis party change was a gesture of rather than later in
sored various legislation, including a
protest against increasing partisan poli- life,
proposal to encourage the cleanup ot
tics.
Leeper
was
polluted pieces of land, known as
"I've tried to change it from the elected
to
the
"brownfields."
inside," Leepar said."But I'm not com- Paducah
City
McCracken
JudgeCounty
fortable with the win-at-all-costs men- Commission
in
Executive Danny Orazine said Leeper
tality that seems...to-be pervasive."
1987.
Former
has helped his home region secure road
Friends and colleagues describe Paducah
Mayor
funding, and other local projects
Leeper as a fiercely "principled" per- • Gerry Montgomery,
Leeper
including a performing arts center.
son. A Paducah chiropractor, Leeper a Democrat who
Orazine, a Democrat, said he supported
said he got into politics tO fulfill a served with Leeper, said he work to .Leeper's move because he's going to be
promise he made to his mother, Betty.
improve the city's parks.
.L, consistent in supporting the GOP agenShe had been bedridden with
"He was willing to take on tough da. Orazine said he, too, supports some
emphysema, and the two used to watch tasks and do them quite well," conservative GOP proposals.
Paducah city council meetings for Montgomery said.
"There's not any great groundswell
entertainment. One day, Leeper said he
Leeper was elected to the state or gnashing of the teeth from
could do a better job than the local Senate in 1990. He served as a Democrats or Republicans either one,"
politicians. His mother had him prom- Democrat unril 1999, when he switched Orazine said.

•Tax ...
From Front
a briefing on Monday but was
still not given anything in writing.
"Until we sew it in actual
print, I'd be wary Of commenting on any specific portion of
it," Richards said.
Some parts of the tax plan are
pretty clear and were contained
in Fletcher's belated proposal to
the 2004 session. Some changes
in the individual income tax are
included to remove those with
the lowest income from having
to file returns at all. In a series of
speeches, Fletcher has claimed

that most taxpayers will see their
burdens reduced.
Fletcher also has said he will
propose a cigarette tax of at least
40 cents a pack and extend the
sales tax to include package
sales of alcoholic beverages.
In those recent speeches,
Fletcher has not emphasized his
previous insistence that any tax
proposal remain "revenue neutral." or cut at least as much as it
raises. And he has hinted that
closing loopholes should not be
considered raising taxes.
The biggest piece of his plan
would overhaul the tax on
telecommunications services,

from telephones to cable television.
The spending part of the
package may be difficult to decipher initially. Because of the
lack of a budget right now, there
is no current-year spending level
that can be used to compare
spending proposals in the future.
There are other issues besides
the budget and taxes — notably

casino-style gambling — that
could crop up during the session. But Sen. Charlie Borders,
R-Grayson, the chairman of the
Senate budget panel, said he has
already looked into working
weekends and scheduled clan
off just so work can be completed.
The political makeup of the
chambers could be a critical fac-

tor, but evep that is undecided.
House. Derhocrats lost some of
their grip in the 2004 elections,
dropping seven seats, and now
hold a 57-43 advantage.
In the Senate. there are 21
Republicans, 15 Democrats and
an independent. Plus there is the
question about the 37th District
seat, where Republican Dana
Seum Stephenson's brass name-

plate is stilt on the desk, hut a
judge has ordered that she not
take any official action until
questions about her residency are resolved.
The numbers are even more
significant this year because it ,
takes a three-fifths vote in both
chambers — 23 in the Senate
and 60 in the House — to pass
any tax or spending legislation.
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Calloway County Schools Superintendent Steve Hoskins
sen9,4he three proposals and press release produced
from Monday's special called meeting via a e-mail to
Kentucky Department of education Commissioner Gene
Wilhoit, following the meeting's adjournment.

II Proposals
From Front
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best focus on the education of
our students," Hoskins said, noting this also might take some of
the heat off the Murray district
which could face financial
penalties from the Kentucky
Department of Education in
light of the discovery of nearly
500 students not being included
on the district's non-resident
average daily attendance contract list earlier this month. That
came from an investigation
headed by the Murray district's
attorney Chip Adams.
"Once all that is added up, it
could be millions of dollars. We
think this is a way to save them
from that sizable a penalty,"
Hoskins said. "What we've
needed to do is quit worrying
about whose to blame and all
this ... that doesn't matter. This
is the least disruptive measure
there could be to the students,
their families and the community."
The merger proposal also
addresses school choice, which
though not recognized in
Kentucky, is practiced through
an open-enrollment format
between Murray and Calloway.
The release states merging
would provide the "best legal
option for school choice available under the Kentucky statutory scheme."
"Merger is not a position
which the Calloway County
Board of Education has ever
sought, nor one that it particularly chose to advocate. However,
with the unprecedented recent
revelations of the misreporting
by the Murray Independent
School District of its resident
and non-resident students for at
least the last six years (and possibly longer), the Calloway
County Board of Education now
finds itself in a position where a
merger of the two districts is
clearly the best resolution of the
controversy." the release further
states.

Our name has changed, our commitment hasn't.

• ••

In a custom that has coine to
he a staple for the long meetings
of both boards, a few parents of
children living in the Calloway
district but either sending or
planning send children to
Murray schools stayed until the
end of Monday's gathering. One
of those was Susan Miller, who
seemed encouraged with what
she was hearing.
"I'm glad to see that there are
choices being giveh (to the
Murray board)," Miller said,
who did express some concern
as to the proposals being made
so close to a Feb. 1 deadline for
2005-06 ADA contracts to be
submitted to the KDE. That
seemed to be eased when she
was told of Murray's meeting
for Tuesday, meaning there is a
possibility of something being
sent to Frankfort before the end
of the deadline day.
However, from the tone of
KDE Commissioner Gene
Wilhoit during a visit to Murray
Thursday. it could be that the
deadline may be superseded.
During a speech before the
Murray Rotary Club, he strongly expressed his desire to see the
opposing boards handle the
issue themselves. Not surprisingly, a five-hour meeting
between representatives of both
boards was conducted that night.
Two board members represented
each side, making the meetings
not eligible for being open to the
public.
Upon Monday's meeting
adjourning, the three proposals
and the press release were emailed to Adams, Murray
Superintendent Dale Reid,
Wilhoit and Kevin Noland, KDE
deputy commissioner.. Murray
will conduct its special called
meeting
at
Carter
the
Administration Building with an
executive session being included in its agenda for that meeting.
"We're very hopeful that
they'll accept one of the proposals (Tuesday)," said Rick Jones,
the Calloway district's attorney.

For over 2 million Union Planters customers,
banking just got even better.
Same friendly faces / Same convenient branches / Same pin number
Everything you like about Union Planters will still be there. You'll keep your same account
numbers. checks,debn cads, ban coupons,even the same Web site(www.unionplanters corn)
for Internet banking. So stop by and take a look. And while you're there, check out a few of our
new products like Free Business Checking.' Regions. A sign of good things to come
1700 ATMs

Free Online Banking with Bill Pay / Free Checking' / Free Platinum Visas CheckCartl

Everyday confidence.
1-800-448-7345
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On Borrowed
Time
All Americans understand
that there need to be some
changes to our Social Security
system because 40 years from
nov, S.ocial Security will go
into deficit if we do nothing.
And it is always better to correct problems ettrly than wait
until they. get worse.
But there
is no truth to
the Bush
administration's claim
that there is
an imminent
Crisis in
Social
•
Security the Social
Security
Voice of Trust Fund's
potential
Democracy shortfall
is
.By Howard
S3.7 trillion
Dean
over the
Syndicated
next sevenColumnist
e
years../By
comparison, the Medicare Trust
Fund shortfall v% ill he 58.1 trillion. and the deficit caused by
the president's tax cuts will be
S 11 .6 trillion.
The crisis is not in Sod:it
Security - the crisis is the "borroW and spend- philosophy
espoused hy Republicans in
Congress and the White House.
Leadership which has no willingness or ability to think or act
in our long-term interest is not
leadership at all.
Ii America is to continue to
he great and strong. we need
leaZiership which is great and
strong. We need to be told the
truth about our financial prriblems and we need a plan of
action motivated by .facts, not
scaremongering and propaganda.
'The Republicans need to. •
start thinking long term and
make the tOrlowing reforms.
First. stop borrowing from
the Social Security Trust Fund
to finance tax cuts. These are
not real tax cuts: these-are tax
postponements. wilich
Americans will be forced to pay
down the road - with interest..
Second. balance the Federal
budget. There are many ways
that this can he accomplished.•
but they all involve tough
choices requiring some combination of revenue increases and

program cuts. There seems to
be no serious effort in
Washington to make these
tough choices and our country
continues to careen treward fiscal catastrophe. •
Third. reform the way elections are financed and run. The
, special interests that finance
our candidates' campaigns
make it virtually impossible for
our leaders to make good
choices for the long term.'"
Fearful of losing this source of
..campaign funding and their
jobs. they keep making bad
choices that benefit the special
interest at the expense of all
Americans. In the end, of
course, these leaders lose both
their jobs, and their selfrespect. And our children's
debt burden continues to rise.
- Sooner or later our children
pay for this borrowing with a
lower standard of living, an
inability to pay for college and
health care, and an-inability to
buy American products to create American job opportunities.
The debate over the future of
Social Security - and every
debate with this Administration
- provides Democrats with an
opportunity to drive home the
fact that that we are the party of
fiscal responsibility, economic
responsibility; social responsibility, civic responsibility, personal responsibility, and moral
responsibility. On issue after.
issue, Democrats are where the
majority of the American people are. We just have to stand
up for what we believe in.
If America is to continue to
be great and strong, we need
leadership which is great and
strong. We peed to be told the
• truth aboueour financial- problems, follow4d tly a plan.of action based on facts. not propaganda.
Howard Dean,former governor of Vermont. is thefounder
of Democracyfor America, a
grassroots organization that
supports socially progressive
and fiscally responsible political candidates. Email Howard
Dcun at howarddean@dentocracyforamerica.corn
Copyright 2005 Howard
Dean, All Rights Reserved.

OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor,
It is with interest that I have read the investment class offering
at MSU articles over the last few months. I guess the real question
is why MSU is lending their name and services to this salesman,
Mr. Jackson'?
I realize that he is probably renting the room from MSU, but
does this mean we will soon be seeing a fun and informative basic
insurance class (non credit of course) offered by a new insurance
salesman or maybe how to buy a used car.from a representative of
a local dealership? Possibly, a local realtor could give an educational non credit class on home buying 101,just don't forget to '
bring your $35 or to call MSU to reserve your place (seating is
limited).
Shame op MSU and shame on'your paper for considering this salesman's class a news worthy event.
If someone wanted to learn about investments I would recommend seeing a fee-only financial planner(no commissions)or subscribing to personal finance periodicals. The information from
these sources will be straight forward with no ulterior motives.
Thank you,
Chuck Houston
Dexter Ky.

Letters to the Editor Policy
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to edittor@murrayledger.com.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number. E-mailed letters must have
address and phone number.
✓ Letters should be kept between 300-400 words and
must be typed. Handwritten letters will not be published.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right le
edit or reject any letter on the basis of length, slyio,
spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to the Forum page. Letters of a "thank you'
nature that single out sponsors will not be accepted.

WASHINGTON TODAY
By David Espo

Democrats make pre-emptive
strike on State of Union address
WASHINGTON (AP)— In
said.
ident's words and his deeds," he
For her part, Pelosi largely
a pre-emptive strike before
"What the president says, the said. "...There is a gap between
restated criticism of Bush's
President Bush's State of the
saying we are a global leader
plans for Social Security that
president will be held account-Union address, Senate
and standing on the sidelines as she and other Democrats have
able for," she added.
Democratic Leader Harry Reid
new international institutions
been leveling for days.
Together, she and Reid
called on the administration
and alliances take shape with"We can solve this long-term
sought to lay down markers on
Monday to outline an exit strat- issues likely to dominate the
out us."
'Challenge'without dismantling
egy for Iraq while his House
• Reid accused Bush.of failing Social Security and. without
congresiional agenda this year
counterpart vowed lasting -to challenge Saudi Arabia's
allowing this administration's
— Iraq and the broader war on
opposition to Social Security
treatment of dissidents, letting
false declaration efira crisis justerror, as well as Social
benefircuts.
China handle negotiations with
tify a privatization plan that is
Security.
Reid, D-Nevada, also said it
North Korea's missile-seeking
unnecessary," she'said.
Republicans countered not
would be a mistake to set a
regime,
and
Allowing
Bush has called on Congress
long after the two Democratic
deadline for the withdrawal of
Europeans
to
grapple
with
a
to
pass
legislation this year that
leaders finished speaking.
American forces. "That's not a
will male Social Security per-Nancy Pelosi and Harry Reid's threat from Iran.
weise decillion because it only
. "It's time that America stood manently solvent. At the same
obstructionist remarks today
empowers those who don't
tall
again as the real superpowtime, he wants younger workers
were full of pessimism and perwant i's there," he said in a
er
that
we
are;
to have the option of diverting a
time
that
we
led
sonal attacks but lacked any
joint appearance with House
the world bn dealing with these
portion of their payroll taxes
vision for Winning the war on
Democratic Leader Nancy
terrible threats and building a
into private investment
terror or preserving Social
Pelosi of California.
durable peace instead ofjust
accounts. As part of those recSecurity for future generations,"
In remarks at the National
hanging back and letting .others
ommendations, some adminissaid Brian Jones, a sPokesman
Press Club, Reid said that
show the way."
tration officials have said the
for the Republican National
Sunday's elections in Iraq
president may call for fu
Reid's assessment of Birsh's
Committee.
marked "a first step in helping
foreign policy represetited some retirees to receive smaller s
"The president needs to spell
figure.out a way that the U.S.
ing benefits than current la
of the most biting remarks by a
out
a real and understandable
can get out of Iraq We have
guarantees.
senior Democratic leader since
plan for the unfinished work
to figure out a way to remove
the president won re-election
Pelosi said the reducti6n
ourselves from there with digni- ahead" in Iraq, Reid said.
last November. Democratic
could amount to 40 percent, and
"Most of all, we need an exit presidential candidate John
added,"Any cut is unaccepttY.".
strategy so that we know what
Pelosi spoke dismissively of
Kerry frequently criticized the
able, but a cut of that magnivictory is and how we can get
the reception Bush is likely to
president's handling of the war
tude is unconscionable." She .
there; so that we know what we on terror and of conducting an
receive from GOP lawmakers
also said Democrats will insist
need to do and so that we know
on Wednesday night in the first
arrogant foreign policy.
that Social Security legislation
when the job is done."
State of the Union address of
Election-day interviews with
not add to the deficit, and
Reid, in his job for only a
his second term."You really
voters indicated the public preremain fair to the middle class.
few weeks, credited Bush for
don't have to have very many
ferred Bush's leadership, but
"Let there be no doubt in
Inaugural Day remarks about
communications skills if you
more recent surveys taken
anyone's mind — Democrats'
'
s
have a couple of hundred peospreading freedom and democbefore Sunday's Iraqi elections
will fight to see Social Security
ple who will jump to their feet
racy across the globe."But
show a decline in support for
,strengthened, not destroyed,"
when you recite the ABCs," she there is a gap between this pres- dte,war.
Pelosi said.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Georgia W:- McClure
Mrs. Georgia W. McClure, 84, Murray, died today, Tuesday, Feb.
1.2005, at 12:30 a.m. at West View Nursing Home.
Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Kathleen Smith
The funeral for Mrs. Kathleen Smith was today (Tuesday) at I I
a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The
Rev. Kerry Lambert officiated.
Pallbearers were Jody Bebber, Stanley Hale, Richard Edmonds,
Larry Hale, Mike Dinsmore and Glendon Rich. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice of MurrayCalloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Smith, 76, Minerva Drive, Murray, died Friday, Jan. 28,
2005, at 11:42 p.m. at her horrfe.
.She and her husband, Joe W. Smith,founded Joe Smith Carpet in
Murray.
Born Dec. 24, 1928, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Harley W. Hale and Flora Travis Hale. Also preceding her in
death were three sisters, Tiny Pierce, Velda Mae Bucy and Daisy
Dean Billington; sax brothers, Elvie Hale, Alvin Lee Hale, Jesse
Hale, 011is Hale, Hollis Hale and James Lilburn Hale.
Survivors include her husband, Joe W. Smith, to whom she was
married Aug. II, 1962; two sons, Hal Nance and wife, Janie, and
Gary Don Nance, all of Murray; one stepdaughter. Mrs. Joetta
Dinsmore and hasband, Mike, and one stepson, Steve Smith, all of
Palmyra, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Inez Harmon, Murray; six grandchildren-, 10 great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Minnie F. Kimbro
A graveside service for Mrs. Minnie F. Kimbro will be today
(Tuesday) at 2 p.m. at the Barnett Cemetery in Calloway County.
The Rev. Cark Butler will officiate.
Pallbearers will be John Lax, Sonny Lockhart, Davis Kimbro,
Matthew Evans, Jamie Collins and Josh Collins.
Visitation is now at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Kimbro, 76, Furches Trail, Murray, died Saturday, Jan. 29,
2005, at 1 a.m. at West View Nursing Home.
She had worked at Murray State University and MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She was a member of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church.
Born March 16, 1928, in Murray, she was the daughter of the late
Joe Manning and Mildred Lawrence Manning.
Survivors include her husband, John W. Kimbro, to whom she
was married July 6, 1968, in Auburn Heights, Mich.; one daughter,
Mrs. Ernestine Gonzales and husband, Tony, Waterloo, Ind.; one
son, Delbert Collins and wife, Anna, Hardin; one stepdaughter, Mrs.
Debbie Westbrook and husband, Bill, and one stepson, Hugh
Kimbro and wife, Becky, all of Murray; one brother. Lewis
Manning, Detroit, Mich.; five grandchildren; nine stepgrandchil;
dren; 10 great-grandchildren; seven stepgreat-grandchildren. -

Mrs. Elizabeth I.(Betty) Wilson
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Bush address includes old proposals
By TERENCE HUNT
AP White House
Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush is ready to challenge Congress to approve a
stack of politically divisive
measures he has proposed
before without success, from
major changes in Social
Security to a loosening of the
nation's immigration laws.
• Bush will go before Congress
and the nation with his annual
State of the Union message
Wednesday night with the lowest approval rating of any secpresident
since
ond-term
Richard Nixon. Yet he is in a
feisty mood,insisting that his reelection has given him a mandate for change and political
capital to spend in pursuing his
agenda.
Even though Republicans
control both houses of Congress.
Bush's proposals face major
obstacles. Democrats are deeply
suspicious of the president, feeling he has ignored them and
refused to compromise.
Republicans are wary about
Social
ambitious
Bush's
Security plan because of the
political risks of tampering with
one of the government's most
popular programs. Facing reelection next year as Bush
moves toward lame duck status.
GOP lawmakers can't be counted on for rock-solid unity.
The poisonous relationship
Republicans and
between
Democrats on Capitol Hill also
complicates Bush's task.
"We have the most polarized
Congress maybe since the
1930s," said Terry Madonna, a
professor and pollster at
Franklin & Marshall College in
Lancaster, Pa. "I don't think
there's any way Democrats are
going to roll over on these issues
that they feel very strongly
about. Bipartisanship is virtually
obsolete in Congress."
Another problem that could
weaken Bush's hand is Iraq. If
the situation there deteriorates, it
could sap the president's political strength.
Bush will use the State of the
Union address to update the
nation on Iraq after. Sunday's
successful elections, discussing

The funeral mass for Mrs. Elizabeth J. (Betty) Wilson was
Monday at 11 a.m. at St. Jerome Catholic Church, Fancy Farm. Fr.
Dive Johnson, Fr. Tom Buckman and the Rev. Glen Stewart officiated.
Pallbearers were Brian Wilson, Eric Carter, Chris Carter, Travis
Wilson. Rion Shupe, Jonathan Wilson, Matthew Wilson, Alan
Webster and Trey Webster. Burial was in the St. Jerome Church
Cemetery with arrangements by Brown Funeral Home of Mayfield.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The Christopher
House, do St. Jerome Catholic Church; P.O. Box 38, Fancy Farm,
KY 42039, or to 'The American Cancer Society. 3140 Parisa Dr..
Paducah, KY 42003.
Mrs. Wilson, 70, Fancy Farm, died Friday, Jan. 28, 2005, at 5:r•-•
p.m. Her death was from injuries sustained,in a motor vehicle
dent two miles east of Milburn.
A housewife, she was a Master Gardner. She was a member of St.
BUFFA40, N.Y. (AP) —
Jerome Catholic Church. Fancy Farm, and of Milburn Homemakers
Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton
Club.
One sister, Deborah Faye Hayden, and one brother, Keith fainted Monday after complainHayden, both preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late ing of a stomach virus before a
Harold Hayden and Alma Hayden.
scheduled speech on Social
Survivors include her husband. James Harold Wilson; two daughSecurity.
. ters, Mrs. Joan Carter, Paducah, and Mrs. Helen Shupe,
She
Independence; five sons, Alan Wilson, Gene Wilson and Mark
received
Wilson, all of Fancy Farm, Bob Wilson, Thomasville, and Tom
medical
Wilson, Paducah; four sisters, Mrs. Shirley Denton, Titusville, Fla.,
attention
at
Mrs. Carolyn Fields, Louisville, Mrs. Rita Darnell, Mayfield, and
scene
the
Mrs. Rose Brandenburg, Glendale. Ariz.; five brothers, Kenneth
then
Hayden and Wayne Hayden, both of Louisville. Bill Hayden, Afton,
and
Mo., Don Hayden, Mayfield, and Steve Hayden. Almo; 12 grandwent on to
children; three great-grandchildren.
give another
speech at a
Clinton
Mrs. Lovella B. St. Marie
Catholic colThe funeral for Mrs. Lovella B. St. Marie was today (Tuesday)at lege Monday afternoon.
II a.m. at Maple Spring United Methodist Church. The Rev. Kenny
"It wasn't as dramatic as it
Locke officiated. Entombment was in the mausoleum at the Benton
sounds,"
Clinton said after the
arrangeCemetery with Collier Funeral Home, Benton, in charge of
30-minute speech.
ments.
Clinton aides said doctors
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Maple Springs United
Methodist Church. 9643 U.S. Hwy. 68 East, Benton, KY 42025; or
Benton Cemetery, c/o Collier Funeral Home, P.O. Box 492, Benton.
KY 42025.
Mrs. St. Marie, 88, Toy York Road, Benton, died Sunday, Jan. 30,
2005, at 7:50 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
A member of Maple Spring United Methodist Church, she was a
former owner of Crown Furniture Co., Benton, and of the Benton
Woman's Club.
Her husband, Earl St. Marie, two sisters, Nancy Louella Dotson
and Mozell Byars Darnall, and four brothers, Raymond, Clelon.
Loman and Hayes Byars, and one niece, all preceded her in death.
She was the daughter of the late Arlie Webb Byars and Noma
Whitlock Byars.
Survivors include 17 nieces and nephews and several greatnieces and great-nephews.

the way forward, aides said.
He will also appeal to other
nations to "seize on this opportunity to find ways to show tangible public support" for Iraqis
and their government, said a
senior administration official
who spoke on the condition of
anonymity because he didn't
want to upstage the president.
First lady Laura Bush, meanwhile, said Tuesday that among
those sitting with her in the
House gallery as special guests
during her husband's speech
will be two voters, one from Iraq
and another from Afghanistan,
who had participated in those
countries' elections.
She told NBC's "Today"
show they would serve as "a
sign that people the world over
want to live in freedom and want
to have a democracy in their
country."
The key ingredients of
Bush's domestic package —
Social Security, an energy bill,
limits on medical malpractice
lawsuits, immigration — are
repackaged from years past.
"These are oldies, golden
oldies," said Norman Ornstein, a
political analyst at the conservaEnterprise
tive
American
Institute. 1Cruch of what is on
the agenda in domestic policy
are things that made it around
the track in the first four years
but didn't get to the finish line.
"Deciding that you want to
go for at big hit like Social
Security is a change, although
we're getting mixed signals in
terms of how much he really is
going to push for this and how
bold it will be," Ornstein said. "I
think an expectation that •we're
going to get a burst of legislative
activity would be a misguided
expectation."
Social Security restructuring,
Bush's tep-iiroposal. has been
around since before he entered
the White House. In 2000 he
• campaigned on the idea of
allowing younger workers to
divert some of their Social
Security payroll taxes into private investment accounts, a
move that might offer higher
returns but also would_ deplete
money for guaranteed benefits
in the future.
Bush raised the idea in his
first address to a joint session of

AP Photo

President Bush delivers the State of the Union speech to
a joint session of Congress at the Capitol in this Jan. 20,
2004 file photo, in Washington as Vice President Dick
Cheney, left, and Speaker of the House Dennis Hastert , of
Ill., look on. President Bush is ready to challenge
SsCongress to approve a stack of politicaJly divisive
ures he has proposed before without success, from
major changes in Social Security to ,a loosening of the
nation's immigration laws.
-1
Congress and has renewed it in justify a privatization plan that is
• House
every State of the Union since. unnecessary,"
But he never put any political Democratic Leader Nancy
muscle behind it, and Congress Pelosi said Monday.
The president will "talk in
ignored it. The president says
this time will be different, that it certainly grmer detail" on
will be his No. I priority and Wednesday than he, has in the
that he will provide 'political past about his plan to restructure
_cover for Republicans willing to Social Security. White, House
spokesman Scott McClellan
stick their necks ouL
Democrats, though. are said.
But it was, not clear whether
equally determined to block the
president's initiative, which Bush would go far enough
calls for partially privatizing either in the spetch or in the
Social Secants; by adding indi- actual plan, expected in late
vidual investment accounts to February or March — to satisfy
the government's nearly 70- some skittish Congressional
year-old retirement system.
Republicans Who have urged
"We can solve this long-term Bush to produce a detailed plan
challenge without dismantling and try to sell it to the nation
Social Security and without before attempting to push it
allowing this administration's through Congress...
false declaration of a

IMP

Flu cause of Hillary Clinton's collapse
believed she had a stomach
Clinton was to return to Buffalo News. Clinton comvirus. They said she felt weak at *Washington after the speech, the plained about suffering , from a
the private club where she was last event on her public sched- flu-like hug that affected seseral
of her staff members during a.
to speak. needed to sit down. ule.
and then fainted briefly.
In September. Clinton's 58- weekend retreat ill Westchester
Clinton, 57, was smiling year-old • husband underwent County. where-she
The former first lady has said
when she Walked out of the club, quadruple bypass surgery.
the general manager said.
During an earlier editorial she plans to run for re-election
"I saw her walk out the door board meeting Monday at The in 2006..
by herself, she smiled and said
'thank you'." said Saturn Club
general manager Vincent Tracy.
Later Monday, she delivered
kthillz 1Peillirtri
a speech' about health care at
Canisius College. She was introduced by former U.S. Rep. John
Philip Mapper, M.D.
LaFalce, who told the crowd
that Clinton went against doc_ Hearing Aids —
tor's advice because .she was
— No Referrals Required —
conirnitted to talking about
Coll to Appointment(270)759-4811
health care.
300 SOuth 8th Street - Suite 304E - Murray, KY 42071
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Ads challenge SUV drivers
NEW YORK (AP) — The involved in a disproportionate
nation's attorneys general number of SUV rollover acciannounced a $27 million ad,.' 'dents.
The campaign features a
campaign Monday to coax SUV
owners to drive safely and to monster named Esuvee that
convince them they ars., not resembles a woolly mammoth
invulnerable when they get with headlights.
The campaign is the result of
behind the wheel one of the big
a 2002 natbbnwide settlement
•
vehicles.
campaign, funded with Ford.
The
The states accused Ford of
through a settlement with Ford
Motor Co., is targeted at men 18 running deceptive ads promotto 34, a group of drivers who are ing the safety of SUVs.
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Zero Down
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YOU SHOW US:
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*Flexible, forgiving program
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COMMUNITY
Cooper recognized as Above and Beyond employee
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is pleased to recognize Jan Cooper, Vascular Technician in Cardiopulmonary Services, for receiving an Above
and Beyond award through the
Journey to Excellence program
at the hospital.
Fellow employee Shawnee
Hill nominated Cooper for
assisting a patient from Paducah who Nas undergoing tests
at MCCH. The patient was
using a cell phone to keep in
touch with family and it had
a very low battery. The phone
Used a rare adaptor and the
patient did not bring it with
her. After leaving work, Cooper went to the Cingular Store
and arranged for a loaner phone
with the patient's same phone
number and had the patient's
phone charged .for her, bringing it back the next day.
"Jan is always concerned
for the patient's needs," said
Hill. "This was definitely
going above and beyond for
this patient and her family."
Cooper has worked at MCCH
since 1981 and currently performs plethysmography arterial studies and EEG's for Cardiopulmonary Services. Her

Housing
Authority
schedules
classes

husband, Jeff, operates Coop7
er Motors and Cleanup Shop.
Cooper has two sons, Brent
Underhill and Jeff Cooper. In
her spare time. Cooper enjoys
genealogy research.
"Jan's actions embody the
essence of what makes MCCH
a great health care provider
and is indicative of the staff
quality," said Keith Travis, Vice
President of Human Reiources.
The Journey to Excellence
program at MCCH provides
the opportunity for guests,
patients, and employees to recognize MCCH employees for
any good deed, big or small,
by completing a card describing the deed or act done. Those
deeds or acts that result in
positive guest relations, fulfills
one or..more of the hospital's
values: "'Vying forward with
compassion, confidentiality, and
honesty built upon respect and
teamwork," and goes above
and beyond required joh duties,
will be reviewed and recognized by MCCH. Cards to
nominate employees for going
"Above and Beyond" are available at the hospital and offsite facilities.

The Economic Restructuring Committee of Murray Main Street will host an
open house on Friday from 4 to 6 p.m.
at 412 Main St., the building formerly known
as Wallis Drug.
-This open house will allow people to
tour the building and view the renovation
in progress," said Deana Wright, manager of Murray Main Street. "We welcome
the opportunity to
our vision for
Jo's
the property with the public."
Datebook
In the picture of inside the former WalBy Jo Burkeen
lis
Drug building, published Jan. 15 on
Community
the
front page, the names of people in the
Editor
picture were not identified. They were,
from left, the late Gingles Wallis, the late J.B. Wilson, and
Joe Pat Anderson, who is now a practicing physician in
Memphis, Tenn. Roy Weatherly made the identification.

Band Boosters will meet today
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will meet today at
5:39 p.m. in the band room of Calloway County High School.
All parents and interested persons of Calloway County High
School and Calloway County Middle School are urged to
attend.
Photo provided

Pictured from left to right are Keith Travis, vice preside
nt
of human resources; Shawnee Hill, cardiopulmonary
secretary; Jan Cooper, vascular technician; and
John
Weatherly, director of cardiopulmonary services.
Hill
nominated Cooper for the Above and Beyond Award
through the Journey to Excellence program at MCCH.

Cub Scouts entertain at Fern Terrace

tA4
i
1c
%.ARPET.7
lfurg 7.451.44*/
WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
•Free In-Home Estimates
•Financing Available
•Window Blinds
•Professional Installation .100% Satisfaction Guarantee
.A11 Major Brands of Ceramic,
Carpet. Vinyl, HardwoOd,
Laminate and Commercial
Flooring
CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE'
Office:(866)936-6600
Cell.(270) 293-8086
www.shopathomecarpets coo,

Ladies' Night will be Wednesday at 7 p.m. at Westside
Baptist Church. A report from LifeHouse will be given. Ladies
are requested to bring 12 pieces of your favorite chocolate to
share.

Dexter Baptist Church Clothes Closet ssill be open Thursday from 9 a.m. to noon at the church at Dexter. For information call Linda Young, coordinator, at 437-4890.

Youth promotion will be Thursday
The Youth

of Russell's Chapel United Methodist Church
will have a rebate day at Captain_p's on Thursday. Persons
are asked to place their receipts in the box marked for Russell's Chapel Youth.

Senior Citizens plan promotion

Photo provided

Cub Scouts of Pack 57, along with their parents and adult leaders
, entertained with
special singing ofChristmas carols for the residents of Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray.
The Cub Scout Pack was chartered by the Kiwanis Club of Murray
.

Haynes served as videographer and editor of the project.
Sponsored by Communicator Awards of Arlington, Texas,
the annual competition recognizes excellence in various communication fields including
print, audio and video. The 2004
event drew close to 3,000 entries
from 48 states, the District of
Columbia and seven other countries-. Only 14 percent of the
entries merited the Crystal
Award of Excellence, the highest distinction granted.
"The Communicator's prestigious Award of Excellence is
presented to those entrants
whose ability to communicate
elevates them among the best
in the- field," wrote the CA
officials in their winners report.
Contest material is submitted
as is and must stand on its
own merits. Entries are judged
by industry professionals who
look for talent that exceeds a
high standard of excellence and
whose work serves as a benchmark for the industry.
Town and Gown is a part-

nership that includes more than
35 businesses and Murray State
University. The CD was developed to provide a glimpse of
Murray and Calloway County
through a multimedia perspective that covers business and
industry, public education, local
attractions, lifestyle, health care
and Murray State University.
The form* is presented in a
way that overlaps somewhat to
provide a realistic, inside view
of what a newcomer might
experience in the area.
The CD was produced entirely at Murray State University.
Marian Posey, director of iostitutional services at MSU, who
also serves as Town and Gown
coordinator, was the CD's executive producer. Stan Marinoff.
manager of Broadcast Media
Services (a branch unit of mar.keting and public relations), participated as associate producer
during the seven-month proj;
ect. Shasta O'Neal of BMS
contributed as production assistant. Credits also go to Jen
Schatz who provided the nar-

BIRMINGHAM
. , Ala. —
James Lassiter Quertermous of
Murray, Ky., has been named
to the dean's list for the fall
semester at Samford Universi-

ty.
Quertermous is the son of
Dr. and Mrs. John Quertermous of Murray.
To qualify for the honor, a

Sign up Today! 270-247-8929
All dems sorted at coesignment - guaranteed
Money & clothing readyfor pick up at end ofsak — no waiting!

Murray State University scholarships are
due today. Forms can be found at www.murraystate.edu.
For
information call 762-5346.

Project Graduation meeting at CCHS

AARP to offer free tax assistance

student must have earned a
minimum 3.5 grade point average out of a possible 4.0 while
attempting at least 12 credit
hours of coursework.

-Author Unknown

Feb. IS & 19 Drop Off
Mardi 4 & 5 Dry" Off
Feb. 22 - 25•Shopping Plaza
Mardi - IS • Gores - Lone Oak Rd.
* Murray clothing pick-up available *

Scholarship applications due today
Applications for
Special Olympics meeting planned

Attitudes are contagious. Is yours worth catching?

PADUCAH

A rebate day at Captain D's for the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens is today and again on Friday, according to
Rowena Emerson, AARP Chapter committee chairman for the
'
Senior Citizens. Persons are asked to place their receipts in
the box on the counter marked for Senior Citizens.

ration, as well as Cassidy
Palmer and staff of the CenSpecial Olympics will bold a Track & Field organiza
tionter for Teaching and Learning
al meeting Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in the meeting
room of
Technology who designed the
Calloway Public Library. This will be for anyone who
layout and produced the CD.
wants
to train and compete at the Area 1 Track & Field
CompetiIn addition to the Crystal
tion April 23 at Calloway County High School.
For more
Award of Excellence, Haynes
information call Mary Dee Boemker in the Special Olympic
also received an Honorable
s
Kentucky Office _at 1-800-633-7403.
Mention .Communicator Award
for his audio production of
"Campus Friends: Exercise and
Calloway County High School Project Graduation
Cancer Recovery." Produced by
meeting
win' be Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. in the school cafeteria
Haynes and broadcast weekly
. It is
over several regional radio sta- very important that all senior parents attend. There are numertions, Campus Friends is a 30- ous ways to volunteer for this event. "All senior parents of
minute show that features spe- the 2005 graduation class are urged to help provide this safe,
cial guests to highlight vari- unforgettable and fun filled graduation celebration," a senior
parent said.
ous university events and programs.
Haynes' recent awards bring
the total number of professionAARP will offer free income tax assistance for senior
adults
al awards won by the marketbeginning Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Murraying and publications office to Calloway Senior Citizens Center, located at
607 Poplar St.,
83 since the department was Murray. Each one should .bring the current
year's tax forms
created in 1992. The depart- and preparation booklet: copy of last year's
tax return: W-2
ment is.. part of Murray State's forms; SSA-1099 for Social Security benefitsc all
other necInstitutional Advancement area. essary .forms. This will be for walk-ins only
and no appointunder the direction of Jim
ments may be made. This is a yearly service by
the AARP
Carter, vice president.
and will continue each Wednesday until April 13.
For more
information call 753-0929.

Quertermous on Samford dean's list

IMMEDIATE PAYOUT!!!

•

Ladies' Night at Westside

Clothes Closet open "Thursday

KIDSIONMENT SALE
MAYFIELD

Murray Shrine Club and Ladies of The Nile :will meet
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the club building, located on St. Rt. •
121 North. A meal will be served prior to the meeting. All
members are encouraged to attend.

Glory Bound Entertainment will be Thursday from 7 to 9'
p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. This is sponsored by
Goshen United Methodist Church. The public is invited and
there is no charge. Items for Need Line will be taken. For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 7f3-8124 & Jilt Alton at 753-1592.

Haynes awarded Crystal Award of Excellence

trim

Shrine Club will meet Thursday

Glory Bound will be Thursday

The Housing Authority of
Murray is offering the following three-day classes for the
month -of Febmasy :
MI 'Basic• Genealogy- searching for relatives., setting
up a family tree, on Feb. I.
2 and 3:
•"Document Management- creating documents, editing.
saving documents on Feb. 22
anti 23:
le "Basic Computer Skills
- beginner course on Feb.
24 and 25.
All classes will meet from
9 to 11 a.m. at the1main office
of the Housing Authority of
Murray. located at 716 Nash Dr.,
Murray
For more information contact Bin ell Strickland at 7535000. ext. 307.

Joe Elanes. radiorTV specialist in the department of
marketing and public- relations
at Murr‘o. State University. has
been awarded a Crystal Award
of Excellence for work submitted in the recent 2004 Communicator Awards international competition. "Welcome to
Murray-Calloway County." an
interactive CD produced as part
of the university's Town and
Gown initiative, was recognized for excellence in the
.F
nal Communication/Ecoo
Development category.

Murray Main Street will
host open house Friday

RIMS Council will meet today
Murray

Middle School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet today at 4:30 p.m. in room 103
of the sqool.
All interested persons invited.

Late registration planned for soccer
The Murray-Calloway County

Soccer Association will be
taking late registrations for the Spring Soccer
Season today
through Saturday. Persons may sign up at
The
during normal business hours. Each one should Trophy Case
bring the last
four digits of the child's Social Security
number and pay at
$IO fee.
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• ' .rty Supphes
•Gift Basiketc

Volentine's Gifts For Ages 2 to 100!

JAQ Calm
71515.126 St.(Across from Foal Gast)
,.'..1.1:•7.,717 IA

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION

AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST
• NOW IN MURRAY
• Ilemi tiid "m" by When? Give us a call or
come by our offke!
• We hme petiraws *at dim es fa say "yes"
ta yaw beemi median at relbance.
• Call or caw by *I*for Your fres
are-imarovalI

O

200 Poplar St..• Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free
888-246-4093
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LEARNING
ACT Prep Workshop Pangea Play
planned for Saturday
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's Center for
Continuing Education recently announced the date
for the ACT Prep Workshop,designed to help high
school students prepare for the ACT.
The three-hour class will begin at 9 a.m. Feb. 5.
Many high school juniors and seniors will prepare themselves for this important college
entrance exam. The workshop is designed to give

99

students an effective and affordable appioach to
preparing for the test.
Course topics include test-taking strategies,
and study skills.
The price for the workshop is $25 and includes
a study packet. Registrations are currently being
taken. Pre-registration is required. For more information or to register, contact the Center for
Continuing Education at 762-3659 or 1-800-6697654 ext. 3659.

100!

Photo provIcled

Murray Middle School science teacher Paul Glynn watches as seventh graders
Allison Doyle, Ryan Miller, and Ryan Greer use cutouts of the earth's continents to
recreate the Earth as it existed billions of years ago. The exercise helps them
understand the movement of the earth's plates an why a sudden shift in those
plates caused the recent tsunamis in the Indian Ocean.

otines
For \bur Special Someone!
g• Scented Candles 40 Chocolates
411 Valentine's Message Yard Signs and more!,
Photo Provided
Students in Debbra Puckett's anti Krista Schumacher's P2 classes at East
Elementary teamed up to investigate 100 as part of the 100th Day of School
Celebration. Pictured are Sadie King and Christopher Alvey counting how many situps they could do in 100 seconds. They recorded all their "100s Explorations" in a
special booklet.

Poster, essay contest aimed at
preserving Kentucky farmland
Special to the Ledger
FRANKFORT. Ky. —
Kentucky schoolchildren are
invited to express in words and
pictures the importance of preserving Kentucky farmland in
the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture's 2005 Poster and
Essay Contest.
This
year"s theme is
Farmland:,
"Kentucky.
Preserving Our Past and
Future."
Protecting
Our
Children in grades 1-8 are asked
to write essays and draw posters
based on the theme.
Students with the best essays
and posters in each grade will
receive $100 savings bonds and
will be honored at the Kentucky
Agriculture Day luncheon
March 23 in Frankfort.
"As consumers become more
removed from their farming
roots, many do not realize the
farmer's critical contributions to
our way of life," Agriculture
Commissioner Richie Farmer
said. "The poster and essay contest is a great way for children to
learn how many ways agriculture touches our lives every
day."
Posters and essays must be
student-created.
completely
Students may enter both contests. Posters should be in color
and should be drawn on white
paper, mounted and framed with
poster board, heavy paper or mat
board. Posteis should be no
more than 18 inches by 24 inches and will not be accepted if
they are rolled up. Essays must
be no more than 150 words for
students in grades 1-3 and no
more than 250 words for students in grades 4-8.
Entries must be postmarked
by Feb. 25. Winners will be notified by March 11.
Entries will become the propKentucky
the
of
erty
Department of Agriculture and
will not be returned. Essays and
posters may be used in various
Department publications and

special events.
For more information, contact Rayetta Boone or Teresa
Prather at the Kentucky

Written by Bob Rouse
Illustrated by Frank Yates
CHAPTER 3
Brain Freeze, a 10-chapter
serial story, is part of a
statewide literacy project led by
the Kentucky Press Association
and sponsored by LG&E./KU
Foundation.
The story so far: Faced with
losing their school, a team of
students and their teacher try to
win a scavenger hunt. The prize:
a rap star's school-sized mansion!
"It's text messaging, Ms. R.,"
Amber said, as the Goldenrod
group stood on the sidewalk in
Hartford and stared at the cell
phone display. "I can figure it
out."
"We got the right answer,"
Amber said, and Myron and
Latisha traded low-fives. "The
new clue ... is in today's HC hrnm. What's the newspaper in
this town?'HC?'"
"The Hartford Courant,"
Nathan answered immediately,
earning a surprised look from
his classmates, "Hey. I just
notice these things."
around.
looked
Myron
"Where do we get one?"
"There's a newspaper box
d'ver there!" Latisha said, and
the group sprinted down the
sidewalk.
"Wait!" Ms. R. yelled. The
kids screeched to a halt. "What
about the last pan of the message "Good luck - have fun!"
Amber shouted, running again.
After reading the new clue
about Thor's Hammer and
hoodoos. the students - and even

Department of Agriculture by
phone at (02-564-4696 or by email at ra3etta.boone@ky.gov or
teresa.prather@ky.gov.

!s1s. Roosevelt - looked puhled.
Only Latisha remained calm.
"This looks like a job for a
search engine," she said. "Let
me get on the Internet while we,
ride to the airport, and I'll have
our answer."
In minutes, Latisha scored.
"We're going to Utah!" she
announced. "Thor's Hammer is a
big rock in Bryce 'Canyon
National Park."
"Bryce
Canyon!"
Ms.
Roosevelt said. "I've heard that's
our most beautiful national
park."
As the crew pulled up to the
airport, they saw a familiar face.
"It's Sluppy D and he's got more
backpacks!" Myron said.
"Hello, Mr. D," Ms.
Roosevelt said as she stepped,
out of the cab. "How did you
know we were coming here?"
"I got you on GPS," he mumbled. "You got a bug in your
bag." •
"Cool - global positioning
system!" Myron shouted. "We
must have transmitters in our
backpacks!"
• "Whatever," Sluppy said.
"Yo listen up. Here's clothes 'n
stuff for the next 24 hours. Don't
forget to brush your teeth." Then
he shuffled away,
"Mister Personality strikes
again," Amber said with a wry
smile.
After talking to an airline
agent, Ms. Roosevelt bought
tickets to Cedar City, Utah.
Then the group checked into a
nearby hotel. They would leave
Hartford at 9:20 a.m. EST and
arrive in Utah at 3:15 p.m. MST.
As they taxied for takeoff the

NEW SPRING ITEMS ARRIVING DAILY!
"The Area's Most Unique Shoppe"

RED
BARN
GIFT SHOPPE
New!
Shipment of

Hwy.94 West • 435-4770
Open Mon.- Sat., I 0 a.m. - 5 p.m.
www.redbarngifts.com

Spring

Paper.Goocis

them up - or not," Ms. Roosevelt
explained. "Hopefully, most
people will take home the ideas
that are good and true."
"Like 'slavery is wrong,- the
9-year-old said.
"Wow! Just breathe that air!"
next moi-ning, the students
Nathan
said as the group Idaded
shared with Ms. Roosevelt - all
into
a
van
at the Cedar City airat once - ,the facts they had
Port
researched.
"Get in, nature boy. The sun
"... and there are thousands of
we've got a 90these hoodoos - rocks that the sets at 5:30 and
minute
drive,"
Amber
said.
weather wore away to make
As the van left the airport.
crazy shapes ..."
•
Myron toyed with a gadget from
".., and one looks sorta like
a'
the toolbox.
hammer, and it's called Thor's
"Hey wait," he said. "We're
going the wrong way. We should
Thor
"... Hammer because
heading east to Bryce
was a mythical god with a magic be
Canyon."
hammer ..."
"How do you know?" Amber
"... we just hike over and
asked.
snap a picture ..."
"It's right here ... on this GPS
"... and Sluppy gave us coats
receiver," Myron said. "Driver.
'cause it's cold there ..:"
pull over!"
"... so I wonder where We'll
The group studied the elecgo next!"
tronic map and decided they
Soon the kids 'dozed off.
needed to change course.
except Amber, who slid into the
The driver refused. "The man
Ms.
Roosevelt.
seat next to
gave me $200 to take .you to
"I've been thinking about
Zion National Park first," he
how Harriet Beecher Stowe and
said.
Mark Twain helped black peo"We'll give you $300 to go
ple," she whispered to her
Bryce." Latisha said.
straighno
teacher. "Weren't they afraid
out your credit
"Ms.
R.,
get
they'd be put in jail for writing
card."
those books?"
Within seconds, the van
Ms. Roosevelt smiled sweetturned toward Bryce.
ly. "I'm sure they were afraid of
what narrow-minded people
might do. Maybe that's why they
used novels to get the message
out," she said. "But the right to
say - and write - an opinion is
guaranteed
by ' the
First
Amendment
to
the
Constitution."
Amber's face brightened.
"Free speech - like we studied in
class'?"
"That's right. Amber. In this
country, people are able to put
out ideas like food at a grocery
store and let the rest of us pick

.
I
wasam •

As the -vim grew 10‘‘ on
horizon. the Goldenrod irc%%
arrived at the pdrk and hiked
along a snowy Na% ajo Loor
Trail toward Thor'. Hammel.
Nathan. breathing hard from
the fast hike, spotted it mr.t.
"There it is. Tish." he said.
"Take the picture before it'. ,
totally dark!"
"Got it!" she said. dild then
punched a phone nninlvr. "Sent ,
it!"
,
"What ... a ... WV.: 711•.
Roosevelt whispered:•
Until that moment, the stii
dents hadn't noticed the beauty
of Bryce-Canyon: the sunset 0)1ors against the white slam and
odd shapes of the laXidoo..
v •
"Too cool," said MN run.
Amber.
s
"Yeah. I'm cold." said
Just then, the phone beeped .7,
wi,th FreeZee's reply.
•
;•
UR KUL. C SL TRIB.
Each sseek. a rap cluePr the
story's scavenger hunt will
appear in ChISSfied section oj
the Murray Ledger & Times.
•
Bob Rouse and Frank Yates -;
both work or the Lexington
Herald-Leader. For classroom 4,
activities to use with thi,s story,
go to www.kypress.com.
.
Brought to you by:
•
LG&E Foundation and •4
:4
4
Kentucky Press Association
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Trustees address on-call changes

Marquee Moment

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Water
Proposed changes to the
medical staff's on-call requirements leave room for interpretation., causing some MurrayCalldway County Hospital
Board of Trustees members to
worry the emergency room
could experience a decline in
after-hours coverage.
The trustees considered pro=
posed Changes from the medical
staff's executive committee for
the physician group's bylaws, as
well as rules and regulations,
during a special-called meeting
Monday afternoon. Rather, the
board formed a four-person
committee to discuss the concerns and meet with the medical
executive committee on Feb. 22.
The current policy says
physicians must cover a minimum of 10 days each month if
they are in specialties represented by only one to three physicians. The proposed policy does
not specify any on-call time for
specialties with only one or two
doctors. It only says, "When a
specialty irepresented by three
or more physicians, emergency
department call coverage is
expected to be provided with
lapse."
Hospital
CEO
Jon

%or
Photo provided

Ronnie Gibson. president
,and CEO of The Murray Bank, left, presents Marian
Posey. coordinator of Murray State University's Town and down program, and
Mark Manning, president of the Murray Economic Development Corporation, with
a pledge for the Murray Marquee Project. The Murray Bank has pledged $1,500
towards the project over the next three years. The Marquee Project is a collaborative effort among the Murray Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. Murray
State University's Town and Gown partnership, Murray Tourism, Murray Main
Street, Murray Economic Development Corporation and the City of Murray. Posey
said more than $87,000 has been raised towards $150,000 needed to implement the
marquee. For more information on the Murray Marquee project contact Posey at
762-4415, pr marian.posey@murraystate.edu.
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Jury selection begins in
Michael Jackson case
SANTA MARI.A. Calif.(AP)
Nlichael Jackson stood and
.miled as he faced the first
prospectis e jurors in his criminal trial — a group roughly split
hem een those ia tiling to decide
tis fate and those hoping to
.1\1/id a role in the latest trial of
the centurv
Jackson. dressed in an
hue suit and a je.vi el-trimmed
et and belt, rose and remained
,tanilint as two hatches of
prospects -- about 150 in the
:r tor
;tn.! another 150 in the .
It torn,on• ti led into the courttorn
The singer, his
c;N.
and
prosecutors
remained silent as Judge
Rodne\ S. Melville questioned
the prospects about their willIngness to ser\ C.
13,, the end of ...the day,
Melville had listened to 138
People ask to he excused. but the
ril person he dismissed iMmeiliatel), was a woman who was
eight months pregnant. "That's OK. first one that got
deferred." the judge said to
Applause.
Another 3(10 prospects were
to he processed Tuesday. followed by 150 on Wednesday.
▪ Those not immediately excus41
were to fill out questionnaires to
be studied by attorneys before
individual questioning later.
Besides 12 jurors. Melville
wants eight alternates.
Outside, hundreds of fans
from around the world shouted
their support, some dressed like
the superstar. There also was a
contingent of people who came
to support the alleged victim.
Security fences kept order.
unlike a year ago at Jackson's
arraignment when 1\500 or more
watched the pop star dance on
an SLIV and surged after his
vehicle as he Motored away.
Holding signs that read.
"Dear God. Please Give Michael
Justice" and "Smooth But Not a.
Smooth Criminal." fans sang

Center in Mayfield
"These changes came from.
somewhere. Someone wanted
these. Even Dr. Charette left
town over this issue," Gamison
said. "If this issues goes away,
we still need to decide where to
go in Oe future. We chose-not to
changt this six months ago to
accommodate him."
Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins, who
serves as a hospital board member, said meeting with the doctors is overdue.
"This community makes
big commitment to this hospital
and the physicians," Elkins said.
"I would think the physicians
wybuld take ER calls a few-days
a month for the community if
not for themselves."
Delaying approval of the
changes concerned the board
because of the upcoming Joint
Commission on Accreditation of
Organizations.
Healthcare
Surveyors will be at the hospital
Feb. 8-11 to evaluate all aspects
of the facility and organization
purposes.
credential
for
Regardless, the board did not
want to rush changes.
"It wouldn't make much difference if we walked in a rubber
stamped it;" Garrison said. "We
are paying attention to details."
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Aquarius Gude
st Baby 2005
with his mother, Francine

Congratulations
to
Aquarius Gude
winner •
of the
prizes
listed below:

I

$25 Gift Certificate - The Gallery
Baby Ring - Lee Jewelry Artisans
AP Photo

Michael Jackson waves as he departs the Santa Barbara
County courthouse Monday after the first day of jury
selection in his child molestation trial in Santa Maria,
Calif. The pop superstar, accompanied by four defense
lawyers, stood and smiled as he faced prospective jurors
for the start of jury selection in what could become the
most sensational celebrity trial the world has ever seen.
along with a Jackson song that
derides the prosecutor in the
case as a -cold Man."
The target of their ire, Santa
Barbara
County
District
Attorney Tom Sneddon, did ,not
come to court. A deputy represented the prosecution.
Jackson. 46. is charged with
molesting a teenage boy and
plying him with alcohol at his
Neverland Ranch. He also is
accused of conspiring to hold
the boy and his family captive.
Early Sunday, Jackson issued a
court-approved video statement
on his' Web site,,proclaiming his
innocence and predicting lie
would be acquitted.
Melville told both groups of
prospective jurors that they
might have to serve for about six
months, and that it was an
important duty.
"Most of us have relatives

who have fought and died to
protect this, system," Melville
said. "Freedom is not free. Jury
duty is part of the cost of freedom.The jay pool was predominantly white. About a quartet
appeared to be Hispanic, and
only a few were black.
One of the black men in the
pool told the judge be was
unemployed and "six months
will affect my future. I think I
should worry about myself and
not the defendant.",
A white man said during a
stint in jail he got into a dispute
between a black prisoner and a
white prisoner and had been
branded a racist. '

Sirloin Stockade
$25 Gift Certificate - Brinns' Quality Service & Lube
Free Discount Card - Movie World
$20 Gift Certificate - Food Giant
$20 Gift Certificate - Pier 1 Imports
Two-All-You-Can-Eat Pizza & Sp4Gatti Buffets - Mr. Gatti's
$50 Savings Bond - The Murray Bank
20% Off First Purchase - The Carousel, LLC
A Supply of Diapers - Kroger
0,

A Fresh-Cut Bouquet - The Cherry Tree Florist &
Manicure For Mom, Haircut For Dad - Head 2 Toe
Silver Jewelry - DK Kelley
3-Month Subscription - Murray Ledger & Times
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MONEY NOW!
loan in minutes!

..41.7our

• Diagnosis & Treatment
of Eye Disease & Injuries
• Budget & Designer Eyewear

There's no need to wait!

For Astigmasm & Bifocals
• Most Insurance Accepted

• Contacts

M. Adams
S. 12th St.• 759-2500

• Free Box of Personalized Notecards.0n A Personal Nate
Two Dinners Of Your Choice With Buffet & Beverage

Get a

Specialties
zecare
rvice primary eyecare provider."

24-Hour
Emergency
Care

O'Shaughnes'sy said' on-call
coverage is unpredictable and
some doctors want to take more
calls than others. "In a sense.
one can look at this in two
ways," he said. "The physicians
will continue to cover the ER
like they have been, but there's a
chance our call coverage • will
change the way we setve the
community."
Dermatology,'medical oncology, ophthalmology and urology
are specialties with two physicians. Cardiology, gastroenterology, neurology, oral surgery,
otolaryngology, pulmonology
and radiation oncology each
have only one physician.
Trustee Dave Garrison raised
the concern that a break in oncall coverage is a clinical and
economic issue. "To continue to
serve the community and have
the doctors refuse call coverage
means we'd have to go out and
pay someone else to cover certain times," he said during the
meeting.
Garrison stressed the imPo' rtance of learning why the medical staff executive committee
wanted this change, particularly
in light of Dr. Raymond
Charette, an orthopedic surgeon,
leaving MCCH because of the
on-call policy. Ue now practices
at Jackson Pill-chase Medical

• There's no faster way to get money at tax time
• Personalized, courteous customer service
• We find all the tax credits you're entitled to
• More refund & loan options than any other tax prep

Dr. Kevin

k. We S. Was,0.11.

company
For locations call 1-800-234-1040
Murray Wal-Mart • 809 North 12th Street • Murray Storefront- 302 North 1,08ffreet

GE ProfileTM
30" Range
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MURRAY
APPLIANCE
"Mom Will Love You For

WIPORIZ/Ii

NM.
TAX
SERVICE
RAL application and Form W-2 required Loans provided by Santa Barbara Bank 8 Trust or
Bank USA N
SutVact to qualification and S1,100 maximum loan amount, Money Nov4 RAT/ACR bank product Nu and other
chaps dedudad from loan mond% Wet Mow ant indapondonty owned and awaked
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Racers to face Rice in Bracket Buster
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
On the Murray State Racers' main
menu for the month of February is
the usual feast of Ohio Valley Conference opponents.
However, MSU will push the big
plate aside for an appetizer on Feb.
19. That's when the Racers (11-7, 62, OVC) will make their debut in
ESPN's highly-publicized "Bracket
Buster Saturday," which is designed
to pit 64 of the top mid-major teams
in the country against one another.
Murray learned on Monday that

it's opponent in the made-for-TV showcase will be the Rice Owls of the
Western Athletic Conference. The Racers will travel to Houston, Texas to
take on a Rice squad that is 10-7
overall and 5-4 in the WAC. The
time of the contest has not yet been
announced.
Six games of the event's 32-game
package will be televised on either
ESPN or ESPN2. Five other games,
including the MSU-Rice matchup, will
be shown through ESPN's regional
coverage or on the network's payper-view satellite package, "ESPN

Turner, Murray
look to make
noise at state

1111111111111

•

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Murray High head girls' basketball coach Rechelle Turner
is not a selfish person. But if
there was ever a time to wave
the hand of greed, now is the
time.
On Wednesday, Turner takes
her Lady Tigers — including
four, seniors — into the All
"A" Classic state tournament
at Richmond's McBrayer Arena,
where Murray (13-7) will take
on Carroll County (18-2) at
12:30 p.m (CST).
White Turner has every
intention of bringing home some
hardware, she's also aware that
at the "Big Dance" for the
Small schools, this is the swan
song for her seniors.
Katie Garland, Lisa Thurman, Breanna Volp and Cassie
Scarborough will play in what
will be their last state tournament after upending Ballard
Memorial 73-70 in double overtime Saturday night in Graves
County.
Turner, who is in her ninth
year at MHS,has taken the Lady
Tigers to the gtate tournament
in six of the last nine years.
And she doesn't look for a
'one-and-done performance from
her squad.
"This is all about our seniors," Turner said. "It was all
about our seniors this past
week. We wanted to do it for
them, and we wanted to give
them an opportunity to go to
the state tournament their senior year.
"Katie, Lisa, Breanna and
Cassie — for them it's about
going up there and keeping them
up there for as long as we
can. We don't look at it as
just a trip to the state tournament. We want to go up there
and win a game, win two
games, win the whole thing.
Your mindset has to be 'take
-• it one game at a time' and try
to advance as far into that
tournament as we can."
That first game will come
against one of the Eighth
Region's top teams in the Lady
Panthers. Unlike Murray High,
which is making its second

Some schools in the event can
boost their chances of obtaining an
at-large bid to the field of 64 with
a victory on Feb. 19. However, that
won't be the case for either the Racers or the Owls, whose RPI's are 88
and 81, respectively.
While it may not help his team's
NCAA Tournament plight, Murray
head coach Mick Cronin is a proponent of the event.
"It's an opportunity to play someone on a national stage," Cronin,said
on Monday at his weekly press con
ference, just hours before the Rac-

ers'opponent was announced by ESPN.
"Whether you're on TV or not, ESPN
is going to accentuate the mid-majors
that week. They're going to highlight
your game, and there's no underestimating the importance of your program being on TV.
"It's a great thing for our program because it gives our team some
exposure. We're trying to uncover
our program, and this is a good way
to do it."
One other OVC team, Austin Peay,
III See RACERS Page 28

Calloway 69, LW' ingston Central 49

Owens
returns to
Eagles'
practice
sessions
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.(AP)
timeout is over.
Brushing aside his doctor's
advice and — some might say
— common sense, Terrell
Owens- returned to the practice field Monday, determined
to pull off the most improbable play of his career by making it to the Super Bowl.
He ran the required routes;
He made the necessary vs.
And — is this sign of what's
to come Sunday against the
defending champion New England Patriots? — he caught the
passes that were thrown his way.
Not bad for a guy who went
down 43 days earlier with a
grotesque injury to his right
leg, apparently done until next
season.
"He looked fine to me,"
teammate Hank Fraley said. "If
he's ready to go, that would
be a great thing."
C'mon, this shouldn't be all
that surprising (though maybe
it's a bit appalling (t,) any par.ent who wouldn't dare let their
kid go out to play With a
skinned-up knee).
The greatest showman in
football was certainly meant
the grandest stage. The guy
whe pulled out a Sharpie after
a t uchdown and gawked at
Nico ette Sheridan .for a
spoof had to at least
Preg
give it a shot.
"It's always a lift, when you
can get anyone out there, an
added weapon," Eagles quarterback Donovan McNabb said.
"He did make some big plays
for us. He did an excellent job
of coming in and presenting a
different type of feel for our
passing attack."
Just last week. Dr. Mark
Myerson. the surgeon Who operated on Owens' right ankle in
December, said he would not
clear. the All-Pro receiver to
suit up against the Patriots.
But there he was Monday,
in uniform at the University
of North Florida. While Owens
took part in less than one-third
of the team's 30 plays, he got
a pass each time he ran a
—

Murray High head coach
Rochelle Turner has led
her Lady Tigers to the Ail
"A", Classic state tournament in six of the past
nine seasons.
straight trip to Richmond,
Randy Mefford and Carroll '
County is making its first.
"It's been a long dry spell
here for us," Mefford said.
"We're happy about getting to
go, and we're looking forward
to what's ahead of us."
Mefford did make the fourand-a-half hour trip to witness
Murray. high in its semifinal,
game against St. Mary. The
one thing that stood out for
the.second-year coach was the
experience factor Murray High
maintains.
"Murray has a really nice ball
club," Mefford said. "I know
they were here last year, and
they are well coached. We have
our hands full."
Mefford himself has a senior-laden ball club that is led
in rebounding by Whitney
Ballinger. The 6-foot-1 sophomore is good for 7.1 boards
per game and is a 72-percent
shooter from the foul line, hitting on 26-of-36 shots in 16
games thus .far.
Brittany Peach is the Lady
Panthers' best threat from the
field. The 5-6 senior has
knocked
down
28-of-68
attempts from beyond the arc
for a 4I-percent average.
The Lady Tigers can expect
to counter from the field with
a bevy of players that shoot
better than 40 percent. Volp
II See TURNER Page 28

Another former coach
denies testimony in
MEMPHIS. Tenn. t AP; —
X third former college football coach accused of offer-ing money or other inducements for a top prospect challenged the testimony of the
government's chief witness
in a federal trial,
Rip Scherer denied tqfering a free law school education for the wife of a former high school coach in
exchange for getting defensive lineman Albert Means
to sign with the University
of Memphis in 2000.
Scherer,former head coach
at Memphis, Wall- called as
ease witness at the U.S.
SLTiCt COUti trial of Logan
ming, a *resift *Islamckolect,./aidt- paying a

Full Court."
The 2005 "Bracket Buster" field
has been billed as the strongest and
deepest in the three-year history of
the event. Eight of the teams included in the 22-team telecast package
are currently leading their conferences, while 20 of the 22 are ranked
in the Top 100 of the RPI ratings.
The "Bracket Buster" is designed
to provide mid-major powers the
opportunity to play top non-conference opponents three week's prior to
the selection of the NCAA Tournament field.

James Neal if-such an offer
was made, Sc
"Absolutely not.
Lang, Mean
coach, has pleaded gin
racketeering conspiracy a
is awaiting sentencing. H
testified that Young bri $ i4
him in cash handouts each,
under the $10.000 threshold,
for IRS reporting.
Lang saki he was referred
ma assistant coach ivy
Williams. Williams told the
trial jury last week that Lang's
testimony was untrue.
Lang also testified that
eight schools offered inducc0,41
meets while 7117:laditiRS Meansi
Mahe**, OCOr
and three

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County's Carrie Radke works against a Livingston Central defender during Monday night's action at Jeffrey Gymnasium. Radke led the way
for the Lady Lakers with 18 points in the victory.

Radke, Taylor power Lad
Lakers past Livin
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Over the weekend, Calloway County senior forward
Kelly Ttlor had a little heartto-heart ith her head coach,
Scott Sivills.
The 5-foot-11 power forward didn't ask a lot. She
just had one burning question on her mind. She wanted to know what she needed to do to become a better
basketball player.
"I told her that she had
to shoot the basketball more,"
Sivills said.
And shoot. the hall more
she did.
Taylor and fellow running
mate Carrie Radke combined
for 33 points in a 69-49, win
over Livingston Central Monday night at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Taylor was 6-of-11 from
the floor for 15 points, hut
it was Carrie Radke who put
the Lady Lakers on her back
with a game-high 18 points,
including 10 rebounds, as the
two seniors helped carry Cal-

Livingston
12 11 10 16 — 49
Calloway
21 10 17 21 — 69
Livingston Central (7-10): Davidson.
Whetstone 2, Johnson 14, Cosby 12.
Rarnage 6, Joiner 15, Hamilton, Lee
Gillum FG: 14-39 3-pt FO: 2-13
(Fiarnage) FT: 18-23 Rebounds: 27
Fouls: 11
Calloway Co.(9-8): Morns 11, Radke
18, Taylor 15, Cunningham 2, Roes 6.
Adams 8, Butts 4, Starks 4, Esterlein,
Webb, Jones FG: 30-55 3-pt FG: 1-8
(Morns) FT: 8-12 Rebounds: 37
Fouls: 17

Sivills said. "She's playing
like I have been wanting her
to the entire year.
"As for Kelly, she took
11 shots tonight and had 11
quality attempts to finish with
15 points — this coming
from a girl who was averaging five or six a game.
That's not what I want from
my seniors."
Not to be left out of the
bunch was the patience and
poise of floor leader Chelsea
Morris, who also finished in
double figuies._with 11 points
and grabbed six rebounds. The
junior is the other piece to
the puzzle Sivills know,,s will
be crucial as the ninth-year
skipper sees as a new wave
of Lady Laker basketball.
"We've got to step up- and
take two'steps forward to get
ready for March Madness,"
he said. "We have some very
winnable games in February.
The two seniors and Chelsea
are leading this wagon for
us, and we're hoping the
other girls will follow their

loway to.a win over the Lady
Cardinals.
Calloway improved its
overall record to 9-8 on the
season. The Lady Lakers are
now riding a three-game winning streak.
Radke, who also dished
out seven assists, was 7-of9 from the floor. She said
that because Sivills told each
of them to start shooting the
ball more, the fruits of their
hard labor are starting to
show through.
"Carrie Radke has taken
this team on her back the
last six or seven games," •See CCF‘Page 2E1

Mite.

"It's shocking when you see
the injury he had and how far
he's come," Pro Bowl safety
Michael Lewis said.
In his first season with the
Eagles after eight years in San
Francisco. Owens led Philadelphia with 77 catehes'for 1,200
yards and 14 TDs.

Bonds to miss most of spring training
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Barry Bonds
constantly complains of feeling old, sore and
tired — then goes out and reaches yet another. milestone.
The San Francisco Giants are confident their
40-year-old slugger will stay on track in his
pursuit of the home run record despite undergoing arthroscopic knee surgery Monday that
will sideline him for much of spring training.
Bonds' right knee is expected to recover in
plenty of time for him to resume his chase of
Hank Aaron's home run record when the season starts in April.
The seven-time NL MVP had a "minor
arthritis cleanup," the Giants said in statement.
Dr. Arthur Ting also repaired a small tear in
Bonds' meniscus.

—

"Any time one of your main players goes
down with anything there's a concern." Giants
trainer Stan Conte said. "But we're going to
have enough time. You never know when age
is going to be an issue, but this surgery was
not extensive."
Conte expects Bonds to return for at least
the final two weeks of spring training, and
Bonds should be back to full strength before
opening day. Had the knee been bothering him
during the season, he wouldn't have undergone
the procedure, Conte said.
"It doesn't take him long to get ready,"
Conte said. "It's good for him not to wear
himself out during spring training, which he
does sometimes."

TZW2Vikirt7

AP

Philadelphia Eagles receiver Terrell Owens makes a
catch during the team's
first practice Monday in
Jacksonville, Fla. Owens
has not played since ankle
surgery In December.
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PHILADELPHIA (AP;
e Philadelphia Eagles haven't
Nobody can protect your AUTO
lost their swagger
any better than we cent
Despite being seven-point
underdogs against the New Eng211 S 12th Si • Murray. KY • 753-3415
land Patriots on Sunday. the
Eagles are walking around as
But the Pilit013 (16-21 /We
WESTERN CONFERENCE
EASTERN CONFERENCE
though the 're favored to win
Alanac Ditheon
Southwest Division
the dekalkle dimpinsw. and
Super Bowl.
the
W
LPcI GB
W L Pct GO
"We're not. just happs itt he diey shalt down Peplos Man—
—
37 10 787
21 23 477
687 6 12
26
14
21 24 467 12
here. sere here to win the sing and the rest of die
26 20 56510 12
3
srse
18 26409
g ame.- center Hank Frey said , anapohs Colts in the playoffs
25 21 54311 1.2
18 26 409
3
and knocked off the Steele&
Mondas
8 36 18227 12
Nee Orisons
18 27 400 312
Northweet Division
This is Ptuladelphia's first in Nisbet,* its the AFC ch
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trip to the Super Bowl in 24 - pionship.
30 13698
—
Sean*
33 13717 --When you play this pine.
sears. and _lust five ,players -s24 20 545 6 12
26 17 605 5 12
19 25.43211 12
8
24 20 545
&feast% e end Jeson Kearsc somebodv has to be an wider17 25 40512 12
9 32 22021 12
and nght tackle Jon Runsan dog. At times, the underdogs
15 30333
16
9 34 20922 2
are the ords starters — have are the ones that shoci von"
PICNIC Diviaion
Central Brython
W L PO GB
W
L Pc-t G8
quarterback Donovan McNabb
played in the big game.
—
36 10 783
—
17605
said. -It's an exciting time for
The
Eagles
haven't
won
a
30
1389e
412
Ze 18 591 12
Swer
11
LA Leve
23 1948.5
championship since 1960. while us. We're going to go out there
22 20 524 3 12
22 23 48013 12
6
20 23 465
the Patriots are seeking their and do our job and have fun::
12 32273 23
'5 27 357,0 2
Flents of underdogs has e
third, title in four sears.
Still, this is a confident. won the Super Bowl, including the Patriots. New England
esen cocks. bunch.
-They think the,'re as good was nearls a two-tour:Mow n
as any team in the NFL." underdog against St. Louis when
H .NT1 NGTON. W.Va. tAP, — Marshall on Monday•announced Eagles coach Andy Reid said. it won its first championship
a four-year deal to play basketball powerhouse Louisville. stagt- "The) understand that sou have three years ago.
mg next sea;on.
The point spread makes litto prove that each and .every
The Cardinals. ranked No..9 this week, will travel to Hunt- Sunday. I think that's how tle difference to the Eagles.
ton the first two years., and Marshall will go to Freedom they're approaching this."
"I don't think you need to
Hall in Louis'.ille. Ks.. the following two years.
The Eagles t15-3i dominat- use that -as'motivation in a
Louis\ ille has reached the NCAA Final Four sesen times ed the NEC this season. win- fgame as 'big as the Super
on 1v.o national championships. in 1980 and 1986.
ning nine games by double- Bowl." Frales said. -People
-It'• a marquee game.- Marshall head coach Ron Jirsa said. digit margins, including five aren't expecting us to win this
The t o teams have riot met since 1979. when Louisville tis at least 21 points. Even game. so I guess you could
he 1: Marshal! 112-64 at Freedom Hall. The last time Marshall
without injured All:Pro receiv- use being a seven-point underLouisv Ole was Jan. 21. 1950. when the Herd won 96-72 er Terrell Osvens, they outscored dog as motivation, but it's the
in Huntington. The Cardinals lead the schools' all-time series Minnesota and Atlanta 54-24- biggest garlic of the year and
it's what you play for all year
in the playoffs. -

Cards to play Marshall
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passing lanes," Radice said.
"Defense is how we are going
to win ball games this year.
We know to play well, we
-Our kids are very capable
From Page 1B
have to play good defense."
boasts the best percentage with of making free throws,- TurnAfter playing close games*
a 58 percent average, Dunn is er said. "Everyone wants to
to. rivals Murray, Marshall
just below at 52 percent. while dwell on the ones that we
County and Graves County,
Garland (51 percent). Thurman missed.
Siv ills said forcing turnovers
"Of course. we would be
(48 percent) and Sears (40 perourselves right now if
kicking
has never been an issue for
cent) all are potent .from the
we weren't going to Richmond
his team. Rather, it's finishing
perimeter.
what they've started. •
Turner, despite having the because free throws allowed
-We've played Murray and
opportunity to see Carroll Coun- (Ballard) to stay in the ball game
Marshall — teams of that nature
t)', knows that with a 18-2 record the entire night. It's an indi— and we've forced turnovers
"they are doing something vidual thing that the kids are
- right."
with nothing to show for it."
•
just going to have do on their
he said. "But we're understand"We know that the com- own."
Win or lose for Murray
ing now how to make a play
petition that they play is comon defense and turn it over to
High,
the season will not be
parable to that of what we
the offense to finish the deal."
play in our region,- Turner over. After returning from RichRachel Adams, a freshman
added." It's going to be a chal- mond, the Lady Tigers will
for Calloway. came off the
lenge when we go up there. have twtscrucial games remain- .
bench for eight points. while
You know that a team is capa- ing with Calloway County (Feb.
Beth Ross tossed in six. Samanble of beating you and beat- 15) and Marshall County (Feb.
tha Butts and Megan Starks each
ing anybody else or they would- II). That is when Turner has
finished with four while Kayla
n't be in the state tournament." seen the crucial letdown occur.
-We want to use this to our
Cunningham had two.
The one major concern for
Next up for the Lady takTurner going into the state advantage,- she said. "We want
ers. is Saturday night's affair
tournament will hopefully not to use this to play in big-game
with Hopkins County Central. •
be a repeat performance from situations. We have two of the
biggest district games of 'the
In the meantime, Sivills thinks
the charity stripe.
year
his team is taking the neceswhen- we come back.
The Lady Tigers shot 14sary steps to becoming the
-That's the one thing about
of-34 from the foul line in
team he thought they would
regulation of their double OT the All 'A' — you get so hyped
be early on.
affair with Ballard Memorial, up for that and the state tour"I feel this team molding
and were 13-of-20 in the two nament that when you get back,
closer together. They're doing
overtimes. However, admitted- you suffer some letdowns. We
more things as a group outly Turner alludes to the game have to overcome that. We
side of basketball," he said.
against St. Mary, where the have to get better because when
"When you win games. it creLady Tigers shot 8-of-13 from this is over, we still have the
ates confidence.
heart of our season left-ty go."
the stripe.
"Our kids are having fun
now. I think they are starting
to see the rewards of hard
•
MICHAEL DANN/edger A. Times pbotb
practices. because sometimes
we practice so hard and come Calloway County senior forward Kelly Taylor attempts
al Special Events Center for a
a shot against a Livingston Central defender during From Page 1B
7:15
p.m. tip-off. The homesthe Lady Lakers 69-49 rout of the Lady Cardinals Mon- will also be involved in the
event. The Governors (7-13, 5- tand also includes a Saturday
day night. Taylor scored 15 points in the contest.
3) will travel to East Tennessee game with surprising Southso close to winning that when in Richmond, Fridayrrrghts
State to participate in one of east Missouri State (9-10, 4we don't, the girls get down contest between the Lady Tigers
4), games next week against
the 21 non-televised games.
on themselves.
think now, and Lady Lakers has been
While pleased with his Tennessee Tech and Austin Peay
with us having good practices, rescheduled for Feb. IS. The
team's involvement in the and a Tuesday (Feb. 15)
we are getting good wins."
boys' game has not changed. "Bracket
Buster" field, Cronin rnatchup with Tennessee-MarSchedule Change: With The varsity game is scheduled is right
now more concerned tin.
Murray High School's partici- to tip-off Friday at 7:30 p.m.
The Racers enter the cruwith the Racers' upcoming conpation in this week's Touch- at Murray High School,
ference
schedule,
which cial stretch tied with Samford
tone Energy All "A" Classic
includes a five-game homes- for second place in the standings — just one game back
tand.
That five-game set begins of Tennessee Tech, which leads
on Thursday, when MSU wel- league contenders with a 7-1
comes ninth-place Eastern Illi- record.
Despite a disappointing 73nois (8-11, 3-5) to the Region61 setback last Thursday at Eastern Kentucky, Murray was the
only team"to win a conference
road game last week — an
83-64 victory at Morehead State
on Saturday.
401 N. 4th St.• Murray•762-0000
Obviously, the upcoming
Mon.- Fri. B. a.m.-430 pm • Sat. n.m.- Noon
homestand is crucial to the
Owners; Micluiel Camp • Richard Price • Herbie Taber
Racers'chances of winning their
radio
first OVC regular-season title
EXTREME SPORTS
8 p.m.
since the 1999-2000 season.
ESPN — Winter X Games. at Aspen.
However, Cronin is simply
Co
looking for improvement from
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
his ball club as it enters the
ESPN — limEs at Michigan St
ortg
. .2 go Nut NO'S tr
second half of the league slate
7 p.m
ESON2 — Florida at Mississippi St
"College basketball is all
Let Norma Oliver, the lighting consultant light up your home.
do((feint en‘frrigitge
NBA
about winning home games."
Come in today and see all our RED TAG light fixtures.
7:30 pith. —
Ref in.ance
I ',chi
SALE ENDS FEBRUAI1Y 28, 2005
he explained. "and winning is
NBA TV — warts at °atlas
all about improvement. I want
tifiltrate and .1pirrai‘al
(.011
Locally
my guys to keep their heads
326 West Brt!edwiry
PREP BAgKETSALL
down and keep grinding. Then.
7:30 p.m.
Meyfield, KY 42066
WNBS, 1340 AM — Calaway County
we'll look up in about a month
(270) 247-23111
boys vs Fulton County
and see where we're at."

From

better'
•callow as shot 54 percent
Tr,Tri the field. including • 30, -55 from the perimeter. The
Lady Lakers were 8-of-12 from
the free throw line while pulling
d6w. n 32 rebounds.
__- Meanwhile. the Lady Cardinals 17-10 led by Dannielle
Joistet's 15 points., were held
.35 .perLent shooting on 14ot-39 from the floor. but did
make 78 percent of their free
throws. going 18-o23 from
the charity stripe.
Where Livingston Central'
hurt themselves was in the
tarnoser department, commit-.
ting 26 miscues — 15 coming in the first half.
- Calloway took advantage.
scoring 17 points off the first
12 turnovers in building a 2112 first-quarter lead. The Lads
Lakers continued the onslaught.
forcing Livingston into six second quarter turnovers -as Cal•lowas went into the locker
room with ,a 31-23 advantage.
A 6-0_,nin late in the third
period gave Calloway a 48-33
lead after three periods of Play.
The Lady Lakers didn't letup
in the fourth quarter. going 10of-13 from the .field and tacking on a 9-0 run in the fourth
to close things out.
Radke said the recent battle cry from Calloway has been
defense. The senior southpaw
knows that defense wins championships.
. "We've been working a lot
on defense in practice and working on getting steals in the

r

moainalion enoupli."
Whit lie bees insist
thrive not ovanditimed by
the magailelle
apnia.they
cattialy acted as tiny Waal
has here iaeikwe. gta threight
down. players capainad each
aber's every, move with camcinders. ataluils sure to savor
*heir tr* The Paaints weir
more
besinetslike_
hardly
fhnchimg at the sight of all
douse cameras and microphones.
"Just because we have camconvicts doesn't tnean that we
are caught up is it.- McNabb
said_ -11vis is footage. This is
sotnething we can show our
grandkids. ... When you have
been to a couple of Super
Bowls, obviously it is kind of
a thing that you ale used to.
We are not used to it, but we
are not going to sit in a room
and kick our•feet up and start
dwelling on being here at the
Super Bowl. We have a job
to do. This is a loose bunch
and we've been having fun."
The Eagles are used to skeptics. After Owens went down
with a severe ankle injury last
month, critics
questioned
whether Philadelphia can reach
the Super Bowl without its
main threat on offense.
In the only two games
they've played without him that
mattered, the Eagles scored 27
points in each and 'averaged
360.5 yards.
-We proved all the so-called
experts wrong." wideout Freddie Mitchell said.
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DANCERS
In Loving
Memory of
Ken G. Mayfield
June 3, 1966-.
February 1,2003

Earn $1,000+ weekly.
The Purple Building at
Leeder Bottom - a great
place to work and have fun
doing it.
270-534-0333
270-293-2069

A million times I needed you,
A million times I cried,
If love alone could bring you back,
You would already be home.

ble
Into
we

r

It broke my heart to lose you,
But you didn't go alone,
For part of me went with you,
That glorious day God called you
home.
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ACCOUNTANT needed part-time. Minimum
Associate's degree and
one .year experience
required. Email resume
to candiced
powerclaim.com
or
mail
to
Hawkins
Research, 406 N. 4th
St., Murray, 42071.

753-1752

CUSTOM WEAVE
ON SALE
11enth e `7ctot art!
s-7-4,•1,14g4

ARBOR PLACE OF
PURYEAR looking for
DEPENDABLE CERTIFIED
NURSING
ASSISTANT for small
nursing home in TN.
Contact Anita 731-2473205. EOE

.117

CARPET b ROOR CWtiuriu./' *

I

81-vocational minister
of music for blended
services. Send resume
to: P.O. Brix 1040-1,
Murray. KY 42071

runt icr

Hours M-F 9-5 p.m., 9-12 Sat.. By At. Attar HOW,
Hwy. 641 - 1-1f2 miles S. of Murray to
Tom Taylor Tn. Right 1500 yds.• 753-7728

BOOKKEEPING
SERVICES
• Partial or

THINK Pink - Sandra
D's Diner, 94E. 2933816
11 I II

'

complete service
•7 years
experience
• Business degree
• Satisfaction
guaranteed

Call
270-227-8332
IN TIME FOR SPRING!
Established, FULLY
equipped Nursery for
lease. All you need is to
grow & sell. 270-7590690

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-19Ie

YOU'RE in for a
change on your then
mometers//
You'll fly thirty-three
hundred kilometers//
It's a spot where it
never snows but it
might rain/
And was owned by a
dude called the king of
Spain//
In a place that was
known as a pirates'
nest//
You must now find a
presidential place of
rest

sad Rama

IMMEDIATE opening
or Office Manager of
Calloway
County
Propane in Murray.
Must be organized,
patient and great with
an adding machine
$300/week plus benefits. Call 615-476-7009
or Fax application to
615-847-9643
LABORATORY
Technician: Full or Part
time technician position
available with leading
environmental laboratory. Strong work ethics
and science background required. Waste
water testing expenence a plus. Flexible
work schedule is a
must. Please email
your
resume
to
amoorefa microbac.co
LEGAL secretary position. Dictation and
computer
skills
required. Experience
preferred. Pay commensurate with experience and abilities.
-Send resume to: P.O.
Box 11340-J, Murray,
KY 42071

MEDICAL/SURGICAL
DRIVERS NEEDED. Office. We are looking
COMPETITIVE for the right people to
WAGES.
HOME form our office/clinic
WEEKENDS. BENE- ,Jaam. Our clinic needs
FITS. MUST HAVE an LPN arid X-ray tech.
CLASS A CDL WITH Our business office
MINIMUM 3 YEARS needs an experienced
OTR EXPERIENCE. reimbursement speCLEAN
-DRIVING cialist and an upbeat
RECORD. (800)468- receptionist. If you'd
6087
like to join our team.
fax your resume today
EXPERIENCED sheetto 773-233-8795.
fed printing pressman
wanted. $12-$15 per
NEED cooks and
hour, benefits, medical,
fountains for days
vacation,
company
and nights. Must be
matched
savings.
able to work weekInnovative
Printing,
ends. Apply at Sonic
1623 SR 121 North,
21306. 12th
Murray, KY. (270)753Street. No phone
8802
calls.

NOON

NotiCe

for a
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Need to fax
your ad?
Our number is

,•

1.1,
1)

41
I I
AN individual wants
homes or office cleaning jobs in Murray area.
References available.
Call
731-247-3342.
Leave message if no
answer.

Show your loved
that you care by plating
a special Valentine's Day
picture & message or a
Love Line in our Mon,
Feb. 14 issue.

NEW year's resolve
include a used book
store? I have the place,
and lots of books. Let's
make a deal! P.O. Box
1040-D, Murray, KY
42071

Pictures $12 ea.
fee we titan twit per plain
audio more time 15 words)

Help %WOW
Farmer's
Choice
Feedmill. Send resume
to 127 Beach Rd,
Kiricsey, KY 42054 or
come by office

FT Receptionist for
physician
office.
Requires
excellent
communication
and
multitasking
skills.
Send resume with references to: P.O. Box
1040-F, Murray, KY
42071
FULL-TIME service
technecian for lawn &
garden equipment.
Apply only In person
at

Murray

HOMO

a

Auto, 976 Chestnut
St.

HAIR stylists and nail
• tech needed 759-1112
or 293-3545. New
salon in Murray.

LOST in Robins Cl
area, male cat, 10 lbs.
white with black spots
answers to Butchie
759-4212

,

II]

753-1916

Your Loving Wife,
Nancy

k.711:l

be
ch-

To place your ad call
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TECHNICAL auto cad
R14
mechanica
designer. Competitive
benefits and pay. Send
resumes to: P.O. Box
1040-G, Murray, KY
42071

Classifieds
Office Open

In life I loved you dearly,
In death I love you still,
For in my heart you hold a place.
This world can never fill.

v .in

ec -MNDT,"
,.... 4
Iv;

Hip Mimi&

OPENINGS now and in
90 days - Software firm
Customer/
seeking
Technical Support rep
w/ great phone & computer skills. Health ins.,
18 paid days off/ yr,
retirement plan_ Send
resume to (plea
powerclaim.com
or
Hawkins
Research,
406 N. 4th St., Murray,
KY 42071
OWN a computer? Put
it to work! Up to
$1,500 to $7,50Ohno
PT/FT. 1-888-3143790 24 fir recording.
FREE BOOKLET:
www.vrtwortdwide.com

Housekeeper needed. SAFETY
advisors
•
Experience preferred. $2500 month. manager
No
phone
calls !trainee's $3000 month
please. Apply in per- Company will train Call
son at Amerihost
M-F 9am-1pm only! 1-Murray. KY
800-578-8799

MLA, COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556

for eadi oddltiosel spot

Loveline -$10

Want to Buy

I love you Annie!
- Michael

Deadline for receipt of photos & love lines
is Tues Feb. 8th at 5:00 p.m.

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy I or all Cal
Larry at 753-16.1

Strashs;card

BUYING
aluminum
cans and other aluminum. Key Auto Parts
753-55,32
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Murray
Want to buy- Old
money & jewelry. Call
753-6793.
WANT to buy: by
owner, brick, 38R, 1.52 baths, 1,400-1.600
sq.ft., garage or carport, on small lot. South
or southwest of Main
St. In good condition.
Price in 580.'s. 270753-5065
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks-. Call (270)
474-2540'or 293-6199
Six days a week.

(270) 753-1916.
Murray Ledger & Times
PO. Rox IWO

NEW Chefs Chace
Electric food slicer
Model 600. Purchased
for $190, asking $99
13-3317.

MI IN:11

IlF

Murray. KY 42071

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
Mon-Fn. 9-5: Sat. 9-2
641N. 2 miles on right
We buy and sell good used furniture

-53-8501
150

200
SP0r13

Adidas
For Sob
STEEL
buildings
garages, storage, lean
to's. carports. K&R
Mower Service. 7599831

TV'S
20"-65" HD televisionsJVC, RCA, Sony &
Toshiba- plasma, LCD,
DLP, & D-ILA. Also TV
Articles
stands, entertainment
For Si,
centers,
surround
10 used interior doors sound, & more. Come
by Beasley Antenna &
with hardware $125
Satellite, 500 N. 4th St.
293-3606
Murray, KY and check
28.300 BTU gas log 'out all our selection.
stove, $300. (270)328VACUUM
cleaners,
8840
bags, belts, and hoses
AVON
Independent Jerry's Sporting Goods
Sales Representative in Mayfield, KY
has fully stocked shop
one
or call for a catalog at WINDOWS51.5Hx47.5W. $100.
436-5900
Three
68Wx75.5H.
CLYDESDALE Excel $200 ea. All are double
hot tub 92"x92x38".
white clad exteri500 gallon
interior and
or.
place seating
7 rerno 'ble for cleaning.
therapy positions) 28 Also a
Mum storm
water jets. (2) 8" water- 39Wx41HThew. $20.
fall jets & 12 air jets
767-9037
AM/FM/CD
quad
stereo & fiber optic
APPIelew
lighting..Like new, still
under warranty. 489GOOD
upright
2912 after 5pm.
Kenmore freezer, $75.
FREE
good 27" Sanyo TV,
Dish Network 4-room $50, good Kenmore
satellite system Get dishwasher, $45. 492the newest technology 8446
with HD & DVR
LARGE refrigerator,
receivers. America's
freezer on bottom,
Top 60 wi local net!
$200. 293-0811 (days),
works only $3199 per
753-1775 (nights)
month Call Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
INTERNET
Cali now to see how
you can get high speed
Internet
service
through satellite for
only $29.99 per month
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

VIS4

ANTIQUE Shaker style
baker's
cupboard
great condition, $600
Solid oak table w/2
leafs, $150 753-0270
& Gado
LAWN tractor, 3 years
old. in good condition
42 inch blade. 15 5HP
engine Make me an
offer. 270-4744456

MOTORCYCLE hel
mets. jackets, chaps &
saddlebags.
Jerry's
Sporting Goods in
Mayfield. KY

FIREWOOD for sale
$40 a rick delivered
527-8368

1979 moble home
14x70, 38R. 2 bath,
$5,000 Call 270-7670525 leave message
'97 American 14x60
with air and underpinning, nice. $8,795. 4374465
AWESOME CLOSE
OUT SPECIALS ON
ALL
2004
SINGLEWIDES & DOUBLEWIDES!
Land/home paqages
available!
731-5849429
BEFORE you buy, give
us a try. Let, us help
your save $$$. Offering
the best service in the
business. Keith Baker
Homes, Pans. 731644-0012. 800-5333568
DOUBLE1•VIDE EXPO.
Like new, has fireplace.
set-up includes well &
septic! Call 731-5849429
GET YOUR
NEW
HOME TODAY WITH
"0" DOWN FINANCING: Call 731-5849429
PREOWNED
1996
Clayton 16x80. great
ficaorplan,
517.900,
includes delivery & setup. central A/C, Keith
Baker Homes, Pans
731-644-0012, 700533-3568

2BR. 1BA Smiles north
of Murray 752-0461
28R. 2 Bath near
Cypress
Springs
Resort. $225 mo. +
dep. 436-2096
Mobile Hones Lots For Rent
LOTS for rent 753
9866
Apartments For Rent
1 bedroom apts. $250
$350 per month. 2BR
townhouses, washer &
dryer included. $410
per month. 753-7559
1 br apt. All appliances
$335mo,
included.
pets allowed. 4366291.
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1, 2 & 3BR apts. available for immediate
occupancy. Please call
753-8221_
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444
1BR apt, utilities furnished. $275/mo. 7612743
1BR partially furnished,
sprne utilities paid No
pets 767-9037
1BR. 1 bath. W&D,
refrigerator. stove &
dishwasher $325. 1
month free 759-8780.
1BR, carport, W/D
hook-u
no pets
$325/
th 753-6931
or 293-60)'O
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days. Coleman RE
759-4118
2 Room all furnished.
all utilities, water. electric. phone and cable
included. Access to
pool & fitness room.
5400/month.
$150
deposit. Singles for
$350 and up plus
deposit Call for information
(270)7538407
2BR. $375/mo. Across
from
Murray
Elementary
Center
753-8096

4 bedroom house 1. 2.
3 apts. 753-1252 or
753-0606

J&L
RENTAJ.S
1459 Buffalo Rd.
New Concord, 1 42074
270.436-54%
• 1 bedroom apartment
Clean and nice
all appliances including.
W/D No pets

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
apartment, all appliances including washer/dryer, deck with outside storage_ Excellent
Location! (270)7595885 or (270)293-7085
View'
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N
16th St., now acceptinc
applications for 2br
townhouses, basic rent
$360/ month. Call 7531970 Leave Message.
LIVE Oak Apts. •
Newty Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R s425.p0
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEW 3BR. 2BA duplex
$700 per month Call
293-5423
NEWLY redecorated
2BR, 1 bath. appliances
, furnished.
C/11/A. 1 year lease + 1
rrio deposit no pets
753-2905
NOW LEASING
1.2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO 11-800-6484056

•
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kfurney Ledger & limes

*
Used Cars

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units Available
*Now Have Climate Control

753-3853

Roofing Metal
Vie now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order by 11 a.m. &
pick sip next day.
5.000* sq. ft of 29 & 26 gauge in St
#) & #2 available in most et

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

2003 Kawasaki Prone
650, 300 miles, good
condition $4.900 7531414

OWN
Aim**
270-753-1916
Fit 270-7511921
ollturistelgaca
1182.4.n.
7:30 ari..5

*abetreit*pp
Murray
Ledger & Times
lost
IlantsKY

CLASSIFIEDS
GET

2002 300EX $2.200
and Bovines, used little, $900 After 5PM
753-6384
92 Honda 250-x ATV,
top end rebuilt. $2,000.
Call (270)767-0614

94 GMC Jimmy, 1101'
miles, V6, 4WD Great
Mechanical/ Physical
Condition $2,700 Call
270-762-0211 days or
270-293-6085 (cell)
evenings

2001 Black Toyota
Celica GT, 32,000
miles, excellent condition, $13,500. 2939877 or 759-3781
2001 Monte Carlo, silver, 39,000 miles, CD
player,
all
power.
$9,000. 270-293-3306
or 270-753-6270
Oldsmobile
2001
Intngue, 48,000 miles.
with warranty 270-2939039

partments For Rent

Storage Rentals

OAKS APTS
Special
$100 Deposit,
1BR From $280 ,
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
gr

PREMIER MINISTORAGE -Inside climate
control storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

SMALL one room apt
plus bath close to
campus, $140
No
pets 753-5980

•

1.500 sq. ft shop or
warehouse space, plus
extra nice office and
bathroom located at
810 Sycamore Street
Call 753-5142 for more
information or to see.
M-F 7.30AM - 5.00PM

3BR. 2BA downstairs
2 nice rooms upstairs.
refrigerator,
stove.
dishwasher.
W&D
hookup. C/H/A. carport, outside storage.
no pets Lease, references. deposit, and
rent $575 753-1059
'3BR 2BA no pets
Locust Grove area
$600 per month 7670430
38R, carport, sunroom,
no pets. $585. 7536931 or 293-6070.
NEWLY, redecorated
3BR. 2BA, C/H/A,
stove,
refrigerator,
dishwasher. W&D, carport, outside storage,
no pets Lease, references, deposit, and
rent. $525. (270)7531059

OFFICE space small to
huge Will finish to Suit
Warehouse
space,
storage space, retail
space Call Larry at
752-0813

Professional
offices for rent.
Utilities paid,
convenient
location right off
court square. Call
753-4529
380
Pets & ;applies

Storage Rentals

AKC Golden Retrieve
for
puppies
sale
(270)436-6074

A&F Warehousing
Near MStJ $20-50
753-7668
' MURRAY Store and
Lock. presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
SHIH-TZ1.1 S&W paper
trained 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

NEW id penny. 10'x15'
units 436-6227/293-'
3232

390
Uvestock & Supplies
HAY for sale Orchard
grass and red clover.
Round, $20: square.
$3 270-841-1806

David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing rhiohile Homes
*Brick *All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Aa ailable
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders
(270)167-0313 or (270) 527-7176

Going on
Vacation?
Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You
It's that time ot year, and
everybutiy wants to get
out of the house But

make
o simple phone call and

before you go, lust

osk foc'Yocation Pok
That way you won't
miss o single thing

'When you come bock,
catch up on Garfield,
your city council, letters
to the editor, the

obituaries ond editorials
We'll deliver your
'Vocation Pk'
when you return

Call 170 753 I Y 16
Circulation Department
rind risk

"Vacation Pak."
I

mut

EDGERAMB

1001 Whimeil Ave
'
, Murray, KY

••••••••••• yip

LNwilock & Supplies
HORSES for sale Two
geldings with tack,
$1,200 Call 436-5900
for information
Quarter Horse for sale,
11 year old strong gelding experienced trail
horse 2 year old small
bay philly, green broke,
sweet
293-1093
Kirksey.

LOT with or without
house near hospital on
Poplar Str9et. Good
location for professional office.P.O. Box 1040D. Murray, KY 42071
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income-producer.
$125,000. 270-7534109. 270-227-1545
Nir
LOCATED tat 5353 St.
Rt. 121S, 1-2/3 acres,
2
septic
tanks,
$17,500. 489-2296
Fees For
195 acres, joins TA a
Wildcat Campgr nd
county water & power
good hardwood and
pine timber, exc. hunting. (270)871-2834 or
(270)748-2808

GREAT hunting on 80
acres with 48R house
in need of TLC. Has
pond
and
barns.
$150,000. 270-7534109. 270-227-1545

[ask.

48 wooded acres on
your own private 20
acre lake. Coldwater
area, building site
cleared near water.
293-1093
homes Fcc Saks

28R
with' vertica
duplex behind. Grea
investment. $65,000
270-753-4109, 270227-1545
-3BR. 2BA House, $750
dawn,
owner
will
finance, located on
Gevenors
Row.
Panorama
,Shores
area. Call Dennis @ 1800-825-6070.
4BR, 2 bath with 2)/4
afres Fenced er for
horses Priced in the
60's. 298 _Van Cleave
Rd. Call 293-9440
FOR sale by estate
38R brick house located near KY Lake
$40,000 Call 753-1292
or 759-1305
LOCATED at 9909 St.
Rt. 121N, 38R. 2 bath,
1.5 acres, $69,500
489-2296
MARSHALL Co 5 min
to Lake, 3+ acres all
fenced, 2 or 3 bedroom, barn tractor
shed, tool shed, several other out buildings
$60,000 Call after
5:00PM 270-354-8665
TWO-STORY. three
bedroom,
two-bath
house with attached
garage on 5 acres,
including horse barn.
two buildings, and two
ponds. 354-8400

1997 Mazda Mama,
leather interior, loaded,
103,000 miles. 7534468

CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113
96 Ford Aerostar, 7
passenger 753-0049

2004 Silverado, ext
cab, step side, all
power, 7,000 miles
270-293
$21,000.
3306 or 270-753-6270
2002 Ford F-150, red,
32.000 miles, SWB, V6
auto, bed liner, $12.000
OBO 227-0813

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages, gutters
junk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 2"
years experience. Call
Carters
AFFORDABLE
A-1
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters, tree
work. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

'97 & '99 Dodge truck
red, V8, $4,995. '99 ALL CARPENTRY
Grand Prix, 4-door, SE, Remodeling, additions,
$3,950. '99 Astro . rear porches, decks, sun
A/C. $4,250. '97 Chevy rooms, roofing. vinyl
siding, mobile home
Venture van, $3,950
'93 Chevy truck, nice, repair. sagging floors,
$4,500. '90 Chevrolet termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo
Ext. Cab, Silverado
or
$2,500 '99 Taurus. (270)753-9372
(270)753-0353
nice. $4,950.
$30 per week plus
BACKHOE &
down payment. '94
TRUCKING
Tempo. $800 down.'93
ROY HILL
Century, $900 down. Septic system, gravel,
'91 98 Olds, $500
white rock
down. '88 Ciera, $500
436-2113
down. 753-1522, 293- iDozer work & Track
3124
hoe

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for Plus, all repairs for
home and business
293-5438
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public o5 Contract
Contact-at 270-7539503
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured. 4892839

414
**..
.
1*
**
111 41
0
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• BLIZZARD OF
SAVINS IN THE
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CLASSIFIEDS!
**if Take advantage of our cool winter ...m.,.•

•

11*

a.
'

specials!

Get a space on our Winter Service
* Directory for 1 month for $100 or 2
months for $175,

***20 words maximum. The bulletin board will

run
*
e

in the Shopping Guide and Wednesday.
*No refunds for early cancellation. Deadline is
Friday at 11 AM.

11,1.

Call Jill or Julie at 753:1916

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
'For all residential arid
small commercial
painting needs
•Interior & Exterior
'Custom spraying for
-lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors,' shutters
• 'No job too small
•Free estimates
753-8858.
JUNK/
Rubbish
Removal.Sonng cleaning, clean out attics,
garages, yard waste.
etc. (270)489-2583
LAYTON
Hudson.
hauling & backhoe
753-4545, 492-6265
iT&K Electric
Licensed contractors:
residential and commercial. Insured. Free
estimates. (270)7051075. (270)705-0317

David's Home
Improvement

SeIViCee Oflered

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
-since 1971"
'Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal 'Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Dirt?"
753-5827
M&L Lawn Mowing
Service: If you want
your lawn to look its
best this summer--call
753-1816 -or -2270611 Free estimates
We want your business, and we'll work
hard to keep it!

NEED help moving?
Expenenced, referrals
free estimates 270703-2942

wow Damaged Robs
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plombeig

WAL'TERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing. Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling
Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Expehence.
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592.

PAINTING. Repaints
and color changes.
Free estimates. No job-7--too small. 767-9037

David Gallynore Chew
Will Do Insurance Wcali
Visa & AlasferCarn Accepted

731-247-5422

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come'First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Iv lacipiellne Rim

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Wednesday, Feb. 2, 2005:
Your best efforts easily could
fall flat this year unless you are
willingly to initiate and follow
through to the finish line.
Responsibility counts and separates you from many. Others
also like your swashbuckling
charm, which helps them relate
to you. Expect to be in the limelight and observed. The many
abilities and chAracteristics you
have developed merge, bringing
at long last rewards, especially
in the second part of the year.
Expect to be a Zodiac star. If you
are single, the.issue will be sorting through whom you want in
your life. Consider what type of
relationship you want to develop. If you are attached, in this
year of glamour and glitz, share
the stage with your sweetie. He
or she easily could feel left out.
SCORPIO pushes you on to
fame.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Make sure you clear all the
cobwebs out of your mind before
you launch into any major decisions, projects or calls. Others
have a way of charming you into
thinking their way. Normally you
aren't vulnerable, but at the
moment you could be. Tonight:
Make it OK to work late.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Others run with the ball.
Your job will be to sit back,
observe and maybe follow.
Understand that you don't have
all the answers right now. You
don't have to tell sthers that they
don't have all the facts either.
Tonight: Accept a special invitation.
GEMINI (May 2
.).1une 20)
*** You-eft! an all-or-nothing
sign, and right now, you give
your all to a work project.
Though someone might be withholding key information, you
breeze right through a hassle or
problem. Use your keen sense of
timing. Tonight: Design a relaxing weekend away.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Your efforts stem from a
,creative need and desire to
please. You don't feel satisfied
unless you have given to others.
Recognize that your giving
stems from your own need. Be
realistic about your altruistic
ways. Tonight: Midweek romp.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Your instincts could take
you down strange paths. You
might want to hold on to your
opinions for now, as judgments
run high. The key factor is more
what you don't say. A partner
might be a soft touch when it
Tonight:
you.
to
comes
Remember, your home is your
castle.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** The way you say what
you think, as well as the words
you choose, tell someone you
mean
business. Associates
might drag their heels at first, but
they do come through. for you.
Good will marks a budding relationship. Tonight: Curb a selfindulgent streak.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Add a touch of imagination and drama, and bosses will
respond. At first you could find
someone overly serious and
touchy. Walk a conservative line
financially while doing your best
work. Curb how far out your mind
spins. Tonight: Pay bills.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** The Moon in your sign
stops you short, especially with a
difficult person. Grant this person the space to moan and
groan all he or she wants. Just
be thrilled it isn't you who feels
this negative. Tonight: Wherever
you are, there is contentment.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Knowing , when to say you
are defeated could be critical
right now. Others respond to
your sense of fatigue or weariness. Everyone likes some
attention here and there. Why
not you right now? Tonight:
share with a confidante.,
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Zero in on what you
want, encouraging even a reticent associate to join in. The
positive power of teamwork can
make all the difference • in your
life. Indulge others more often,
even if it is simply bringing cookies to work. Tonight: Zero in on
your fnends.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Venus tumbles into your
sign for several weeks. Though
you might not walk on water, others admire your spirit, won( or
whatever unique quality you .Ns•---sess.that appeals to them.' You
are on top of your game right

A positive
attitude may
not solve all
problems, but
it will annoy .
enough
people to
make it worth
the effort.

now. You command respect.
Tonight: Lead, don't follow.
RISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Often you might not be
sure about someone unusual or
a concept that could be brandnew. Being somewhat cautious
is a positive trait. Use it to your
benefit. Your laughter often covers a More timid Side. Tonight: A
mental getaway.
BORN TODAY
Actress Farrah Fawcett (1947),
author Ayn Rand (1905), author
James Joyce (1882)

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigar.com.

-Herm.Albright

GwEErur1Gs
If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT 759-9219
GREETING SERVICE FOR
A SPECIAL WELCOME .

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way of
saying. "We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
)
since 1946 Over 50 ears
!
•

Sewing By Steven
clieeed
•'Draper
• Specialty Rods

• Custom Bedding
• Accessories

• Upholstery
.• Design Service Available

• Custom Blinds

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361

BETTER BUILT GARAGES, INC.
EXPERIENCE Y OU CAN TRUST!
Family C.vned & Operated Since 1987

1-888-852-3451 • 270-674-5530 • Melber, KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES:
A 4 concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
13 12 footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolts in.
concrete
E Treated bottom
planes
F Cog str gr
studs
G 706 O'S B
undersrding
H Masonite wood or vinyl siding

Home
A AO
Farm
IRA
irsing Home

INS("?.1.VCI.:
HWY 121 BYPASS • 753-4703
licfrOt•tti•A',' C0111

I Selt-suppOrting 2Kb
trusted ratters 2 ft 0.0
J 1/2 plywood/0.S.8
K Seal down shingles
1. Overhang covered
Pit Overhead steel
door

L. A

N Steel service door
O 2s4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2x10 headers
0. 4x4 raised curb

We otter you- FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models w, vinyl siding

Deluxe models wi hardboard siding
1/2 CAR 112x201
56 75
2 CAR (18x20)
57.575
LARGE CAR (22x221
57 995
2 1/2 CAR r24x24)
07;
LARGE
2
2
CAR 24+30)
58.775
575
3 CAR 30s 30i
S11 075
1
/ 3A074Gr
Ol
514 875
PLUS

Ii,'? CAR 1121201
2 CAR 11800)
(22,122)
2 1/2 CAR (2424)

.

LARGE 3 CAR 1301301
(30x40)

OFF LEVEL LOT

roe& orsebare40~1.11.....d......

CALLUS'

4.-1p

••
Olow
.
gallot

.

57 275
57.975
58.375

58.475
LARGE 2.112 CAR 4241130).... S9.175
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x35)....-. 510.975

Check us out online for custom-built garage
aria portnbln buildings 'it
www.bbgarages corn

•••

-

•*

I'M tired of being
retired. Painting, roofing, carpentry. All types
of home remodeling.
Call Ray (h)1-731642-0646,
(c)1 -931-445-7371

Horoscopes

•••••••••••••-

•••*••••••••••

BUILDING or remodeling? Go to
www.CAMBRIAUSA.co

tillk;ik

ON.

..

$11 475
515 275

Murray Ledger & Times
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Urinary frequency may
respond to limited fluids
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
65 and have to urinate every
hour of the day and night. I
do not drink abnormal amounts
of fluids,
just
two
juices, one
tea, one coffee,
one
milk and six
glasses of
water a day.
Should
I
reduce my
Dr. Gott liquids, or
increase
them? DocBy
Dr. Peter Gott tors say I
have a small
bladder. It was stretched once,
but that was so painful that I
can't undergo the procedure
again. Any suggestions would
be welcomed.
DEAR READER: A small
bladder volume is, alas, a predictably common cause of frequent urination, because as fast
as the bladder fills up and
stretches, it must be emptied.
Other than undergoing repeated procedures to enlarge your
bladder volume, your only hope
is to reduce your fluid intake.
I do not believe that you
need six glasses of water a
day, in conjunction with your
other fluid intake, to maintain
good health. Cut back on this.
Drink water only when you're
thirsty. And to avoid the nuisance of voiding at night, don't
drink any fluids after supper;
such fluids will be filtered by
your kidneys and end up in
your bladder while you're
If my suggestion doesn't
appreciably help you. return
_Joyour urologist for further
advice and, possibly. medicine
to relax your bladder.
Because low-grade urinary
infections are also a common
cause of frequent urination. I
am sending you a free copy
of my Health Report "Bladder and Urinary Tract Infections." Other readers who would

Tuesday, February 1, 2005 • .511

Former hospital patients can liall1101ack
grin about baring it
10 years ago

like a copy should send a long,
selfaddressed, stamped envelope and $2. to Newsletter, P.O.
Box 167. Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: P/ease
provide
information
on
fibromyalgia.
DEARItkDER:

Fibromyalgia is a poorly understood syndrome of,- unknown
cause, marked by muscle aches,
stiffness and tenderness. The
affliction is more common in
women and appears, in many
instances, to be associated with
stress, injury, insomnia or other
illnesses. Some authorities
believe that fibromyalgia is
caused by a viral infection,
but this theory has yet to be
proven. Other conditions —
such as rheumatoid arthritis,
Lyme disease and lupus
must be eliminated from consideration by special blood tests.
There is no single diagnostic
test for fibromyalgia.
The disorder often disappears, in a matter of weeks,
without therapy. In resistant
cases, anti-inflammatory drugs
(Motrin, aspirin and others),
in conjunction with antidepressant medicine (Elavil and others) and cortisone injections
(into the most painful areas)
may be necessary. Physical therapy is usually helpful.
Fibromyalgia is not a hazard to health, but it is a burdensome nuisance for those
who have it.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there
such a thing as an allergy to
snow? Every time it snows, I
get choked up and have throat
problems.
DEAR READER:Snow,like,
.ice, is merely frozen water.
Nobody is allergic to water,
so I do not believe that an
allergy to snow is possible.
1—

•

Copyright 2005, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

DEAR READERS: Believe
it or not. I'm still getting mail
regarding the letters I printed
about hospital gowns. Some
of them gave me a chuckle,
and
thought I'd
share them
with you. So
pour yourselves a cup
of coffee or
tea, sit back,
and as they
say, "BotDear Abby toms up!"
DEAR
ABBY:
By Abigail.
Your colVan Buren
umn about
hospital gowns reminded me
of an item that appeared in
the Milwaukee Journal Green
Sheet years ago.
"Did you know that hospital gowns come in three sizes?
"Short, shorter, and don't
bend over!"
-- A. BEYERSDORF, MILWAUKEE
DEAR A.: No, but that
sounds right to me.
DEAR ABBY: After reading the letters about hospital
gowns:, 1 wondered if your
readers know that the first lkospita! gown was designed by a
man named Seymour Heiny..-/- R. McA., JOHNSTOWN,PA.
DEAR R.: A true visionary.
DEAR ASHY: I am a nurse
who works in intensive care.
We have a saying where I
work: "That's why they call it
an I.C.U." -- KEN THEtjtN
DEAR KEN:'And
bet
you've seen more than your
share.
DEAR ABBY:Twenty years
ago. I was in the hospital
going through a miscarriage,
wearing a hospital gown. My
roommate was a large woman
who complained to the nurse
that hers barely covered hei.
I told them we were wearing
designer goWlIs. My roommate
responded that it couldn't be
true -- hers looked like a regular gown to her. I told her

DallyComics
13 L._0IV ID I E...
--Q
)
4

ours were made by "Jordass."
Once she stopping laughing, the nurse said she thought
I'd emotionally and physically
survive the miscarriage if I
could make a joke at a time
like that. Two years later. I
became pregnant with my son,
who's a high school senior this
year. Even if you ,can't print
this, I thought you would get
a laugh from it. -- YOU CAN
LAUGH OR YOU CAN CRY
DEAR YOU: I did -- and
I want you to know I admire
your strength in the face of
adversity.
DEAR ABBY: Feel free to
use all or part of this story
AI) - iw latest book, "The
Ate* My 'Things to Do'
ist -- What a Good Dog!" A
brief history of the hospital
gown:
"There is the straitjacket,
the bullet-proof vest, the lead
apron that wards off stray Xrays, and then there is the 'just
put it on backward hospital
gown.' Some say that Betty
Barebottom invented this product. Betty, according to this
account, wished to teach men
two things. One: It isn't easy
to wear a skin and not expose
your anatomy to a gawking
world. Two: Men should understand how difficult it is to fasten things behind your back.
"Others claim that the
designer of this impossible
gown is a man named Seymour Butts.... Although he.considers the hospital gown the culmination of his life's work,
Seymour currently works as a
fashion designer. His line of
unusual designs bears the label
'Butt Fikt." -- DEAN CHAPMAN, CONCORD, CALIF.
DEAR DEAN: Whether
Seymour's clothing line is
famous or infamous is debatable, although no one can deny
its popularity.

CootractBridge
South dealer
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•Q 109
93 7
•
• 8 54 3
•7 65 2
WEST
EAST
52
•K 7 4
•6 4 3
K 10 9 8 5 2
•K Q.19 6
•7 2
•A
•93
SOUTH
•A I 3
IP A Q
•A 10
fliK co .1 1084
The bidding:
South
West
Norih East
I•
1•
Pass
I,
Dble
Pass
24
Pass
44
Pass
5
Opening lead -- king of diamonds.
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YOttRE SMELLING C.RUNIBS
I SMELL A TREAT\11 TREATS HOU ALREACN ATE'
IN 4OUR POCKET!
NEW TREATS ARE LIP THERE!
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Entry problems are a key factor in
many deals, and declarer must frequently exercise great care to maintain a line of communication
between his own hand and dummy.
Consider this deal where declarer
wins the .diamond lead and returns
the king of clubs. West wins with the
ace, cashes the queen of diailIonds
and continues with the jack.
South must now be careful to ruff
Tomorrow: A very valuable convention.
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CAT WHO
ATE MY
TWO
3 BROTHERS?
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`MO TOOK ALL ME
5U6AR AGAIN! YOU
NEVER REFILL TA BOWL'
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GOOD MORNING

0
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22 Jostles
24 Neighbor of KY
— few
25
rounds
26 Stomach
muscles
27 Hotspring
29 Mercury.
in the lab
31 Born as
32 Cc
33 Gen locale
34 Churn
35 Publishing exec
36 Device
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YOU'RE ORIPPIN6
MILK ALL OVER
YOUR SHIRT

Todaylnilistory

Department of Transportation
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Go! THE TREATS ARE AT

Downey. Jan. 26; a boy to Ny.
An average of $217.54 for and
Mohammad
Mrs.
the past week was recorded Mogadarnian. Jan. 26.
for sale of dark fired tobacco
Murray State University
on the Murray Market, accord- Lady Racers won 57-52 Dyer
ing to Will Ed Clark, general Western Kentucky Hilltoppers
manager of Western Dark Fired in a basketball game at MurTobacco Growers Association. ray. High learn scorer for Min
Calloway County High ray was Debbie Hayes.
School Speech team won first
40 years ago
'and Murray. High School
Jane Shoemaker, daughter
Speech Team won second place of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Shoeat Greenwood Invitational maker, was crowned basketSpeech Tournament at Bowl- ball queen for Hazel School
ing Green.
Lions. Attendants were Betty
A Racer arena crowd of Hart, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
.433 attended the basketball Fred Hart, and 'Glenda Lee.
ghe with Murray State Uni- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
verity Racers losing to Ten- Lee.
ne see State. Vincent Rainey
"Bob Perry in yesterday. Bob
was high scorer for Murray.
has achieved as good a com20 years ago
mand over the EAglish lanMore snow started falling guage as almost anyone we
early Jan. 31 and up to three know. He's a good talker,"
.inches of snow covered roads from 'column. "Seen & Heard
by early evening. Up to three Around Murray" by James C.
inches of snow covered the Williams, publisher.
•
roads by early evening with
Meredith Farley and David
the temperatures being 5 to 10 H. Miller were married Jan.
above zero. Calloway County 27 at Memorial Baptist Church.
Schools remained closed. A
50 years ago
meeting of Murray State UniJerry Dent and Howard Olila
versity slated for Feb. 2 has will be cO-chairmen for the
been postponed.
1955 Easter Seal Fund-raising
Births reported include a Campaign for Crippled Chilboy to Mr. and Mrs. Mickey dren in Calloway County this
McKee!. Jan. 21; a girl to year.
LaDona and Ricky Carmack
Dr. C.S. Lowry presented
and a boy to Debra and Owen some of his views on the curMalone, Jan. 23.
rent situation in the Far East
30 years ago
at a meeting of the Murray
Calloway County Judge Rotary Club held at Murray
Robert 0. Miller has been Woman's Club House.
elected president of Kentucky , Mildred Williams and Luther
Association of County Officials. Nance were married Jan. 16.
This is an organizations for
Mrs. Albert Pitrker presentall elected officials in all 120 ed. a lesson on I'LaNiscaping
counties in Kentucky.
Your Home" at a meeting .01
Births reported include a South Murray Homemaker
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jim Der- Club held at the home of Mrs
ington, Jan. 18; a girl to Mr. Porter Holland.
and Mrs. George Roberts, Jan.
23; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Steve SaMmons, Jan: 25 a
The Associated-Press
bey to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Today is Tuesday. Feb. I.
the 32nd day of 2005. There
are 333 days left in the year
Today's Highlight in II
tory:
On Feb. 1, 2003, the space
shuttle Columbia broke up durwith the eight, not the four, because
ing re-entry. killing all seven
the four is his only means of gaining
entry to dummy. He then cashes the
of its crew Members: commandqueen of clubs before leading the
er Rick Husband; pilot William
fourits dummy'sIa.
McCool:_ payload commander
Now that he's *here be wants to
Michael Anderson; enginiNt
be, South must also be careful about
what he does next. In the course of
Kalpana Chaw la; David Brox% ti:
this one visit to dummy, he must try
Laurel Clark: and Ilan Ramon.
to arrange finesses in both Spades
the first Israeli in space.
and hearts.
On this date:
Obviously', he cannot try the heart
finesse first, because he will end up
In 1861, Texas voted to
in the wrong hand even lithe finesse
stcecle from the t'nion.
succeeds. He therefore, takes the
In 1893. inventor ihonia.
spade finesse first.
A.
Edison completed work on
But in so doing he must be sure to
the world's first motion pic
lead the queen from dummy, not the
nine or ten. If East makes the best
ture studio, his "Black Star
defensive-play of ducking the queen.
in West Orange. N.J.
South must play his jack on it! He
'In 1960. four black college
continues with the ten, following low
students began a sit-in protest
if East follows low, and is then in
position to abandon spades and take
at a lunch counter in Greensthe heart finesse to make the conboro. N.C.. where they'd beet,
tract.
refused service.
Note that if East coVers the queen
In 1968, during the
or ten of spades when they are led.
South is able to return to dummy
nam War. Saigon's police chief
with a spade to try the heart finesse. (Nguyen Ngoc Loan) executIn effect, even though South has only
ed a Viet Coag officer, with a
one entry to dummy, he is able to
pistol shot to the head in a
structure the play so that he qv,if
necessary, lead from there three
scene captured in a famous
times.
news photograph.

38 Exutlant cry
39 Knows how
40 Windy. City train
41Haawearer
42 Feeling good
44 Join up
46 Hard to pin
didwn
, 48 T-bar user
51 Consumer
Protachon 0F9
52 "Jurassic Park'
star
54 Light brown
55 KLM nval
56 Kind of hygiene
57 Student's
quarters
DOWN
1 Gear
2 Turkish title
3 Deep regret
4 Qui& looks
5 Uh cousin
8 Specifically
7 Marched,along
8 Fall mo.
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9 Socrates'
hangout
10 Type of wolf
11 Bouquet
16 Nyet's
oKtoatia

Home Delivery
3 mo.

6 mo.-.---..$45.00
I yr.

Local Mail
call0gra) Gave, 11110raa5

Inc

3 oto.....:..---$26.50
6 nwi.
$.53.00
yr.

18 Noted lab
assistant
20 Traffic sign
22 Newscaster
— Pauiey
23 Not up yet
25 Medieval tale
27 FBI agent
(hyph )
28 Pie crust
29 Joke response
(hYPtl
30 Lump of jelly
say
34 Sloe
36 Guys dates
37 Taxonomic
39 Crsutt
41 Requested
42 Cyberspace
sites
43 Isle oil Stay
44 On any
occission
45 bests
47 Rite arrow
(2 ads)
49 Mess up
50 Sugwcane
product
53 Giants gp

min%)

Rest of KY(IN
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6 mo.
1 yr..--.....4116.00
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Subscripticas
3
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I yr,
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Black History Month
celebrated on KET
From black quiltmakers to reflecting their world. Over genthe history of slavery, KET's erations, they worked in isolaBlack History Month program- tion and poverty, continuing to
ming in February features docu- inhabit the remote plantation
mentaries, histories and biogra- !And their forefathers once
phies that celebrate the signifi- slaved.
The program airs Feb. 3 at 9
cant heritage and rich contributions of African-Americans in p.m. on KET2 (and KET4 in
the U.S. and throughout the high definition)and Feb. 10 at 9
—pin. on KET1. world.
"Briars in the Cotton Patch:
"Independent Lens February
One: The Story of the The Story of Koinonia" explores
Greensboro Four." a film co- the unknown story of Koinonia
produced by UK history profes- Farm, which *may have been the
sor Dr. Dan Smith, offers an most daring social experiment in
unusually intimate portrait of the Sou during the last centufour men whose moral courage ry. Black—and whites.- lived
at age 17 not only changed pub- together on the Georgia farm,
lic accommodation laws in broke bread at the same table North Carolina but also served and were paid the same wages.
The commune, which started
as a blueprint for nonviolent
protests throughout the _1960s. in 1942, became the 'target of
,On Feb. I. 1960, the xoung men. white anger-with bombs, boylater dubbed the "CIreensboro cotts and shootings. Out of this
Four," began a sit-in at a violent history grew the worldWoolworths lunch counter in a wide movement of Habitat for
Humanity International.
small town in North Carolina.
The program airs Feb. 5 at 9
▪
The film, which documents a
pivotal moment in the Civil p.mtin KET1.
Rights mosemevairs tonight at
by
Morgan
Narrated
9 p.m. on KET2nd Feb. 12 at Freem n, "Slavery and the
10 p.m. on KETI.
Mji(g of America" chronicles
institution of American slav"Quiltmakers of Gee's Bend"::documents the modern lives and ery from its origins in 1619bistor!, of the black quiltmakers when English settlers in Virginia
purchased 20 Africans from
of Gee\ Bend. Ala. Fo mo
men of Dutch tradersthrough the arrival
than 150 sears. th
Gee's Bend have made quilts of the first 11 slaves in the north-

em colonies (in Dutch New
Amsterdam), the American
Revolution, the Civil War, the
adoption
of
the
13th
and
Amendment

Reconstruction.
`
With such unprecedented
breadth come entirely new perspectives on and facts about
slavery. This groundbreaking,
four-hour series airs Feb: 9 and
16 at 8 p.m. on KET2 and Feb.
13 and 20 at 8 p.m. on KET1.
"Independent Lens February
One: The Story of the
Greensboro Four," is produced
by Independent Television
Service. The executive producer
is Dr. Steven Channing and coproducers are Rebecca Ceres,
(lynthia
and Daniel Blake
tQuiltmakers of Gee's
S
B ndjd produced by Alabama
Public Television in association
with Hunter IFilms. "Briars in
the Cotton Patch: The Story of
Koinonia" is produced by
Cotton Patch Productions.
Slavery and the "Making of
America"' is produced by
WNET/New York.
Viewers can find out more
about programming on ICET's
six digital channels by visiting
the KET Web site at
www.ketorg.

State of the Commonwealth to be televised
Gov

Ernie Fletcher will

Murray Ledger & Times

ENTERTAINMENT

nB •"luesday, ebruar) 1, 2005

Representatives chamber ses-

a KET production, produced by

deliver his State of the sion and selected committee Carl Babcock. The program is
Commonwealth address before meetings, and ICET6 does the closed-captioned for ,the deaf
a joint session of the House and same for the Kentucky Senate. and hard-of-hearing.
Viewers can find out more
Sofia-re -on Feb. 2 at-6-p.m.--KET -Additionally, full-day live and. `
\‘ ill air the speech live on KET1
archived videostrean
—tat cover- -about programming -en---KErs
at six digital channels by visiting
is .available
and online at www.ket.org/legis- age
Web
site
at
the
KET
ww w.ketorg/legislature.
lature.
Governor's State of the http://www.ket.org.
KET also continues to bring
viewers exclusive legislative Commonwealth Address 2005 is
coverage this year, both on an
and online. Airing •Monda,
through Friday on KET1 at 10
.tOLYMPIC PLAZA — MURRAY)
p.m., beginning Feb. 1, "The
2005
Kentucky
General
Assembly in Regular Session'.
.reports on each day's most sig'e Exams for Classes & Contact JAWS
nificant activities.
t
of
Eye Idedions
Livefull-session coverage is
Median of Designer Fratnet and Sontassfa'
• availabT through KET's digital
insurance Accepted
, services and online. KET5
broadcasts coverage of the
"Qualiti Everarefor the Entire Family" .
Kentucky
cit•
House
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